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SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. IAS 2501. St Lawrence'sChurch,Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

1. Introduction

Project Background

The church has been declared redundant for over 20 years and has since been in the care of the
Ipswich Historic Churches Trust.Outright preservation funded solely by English Heritage has
been ruled out as a means of conserving the fabric of the building, so finding a viable and
sympathetic alternative use hasbecome a priority. Consequently, planning consent has been
sought (Planning Application No. IP/02/00374/FUL) with a view to converting St Lawrence's
Church to A3 food and drink use. This particular application also incorporates a proposal to erect
a lightweight glass extension in the area of the southern churchyard.

This assessment project is intended to inform the planning process. It was devised via
consultation between Tom Loader of Suffolk County Council's Archaeological Service
(SCCAS) Field Team and Robert Carr of SCCAS Conservation Team. A project design and
costing was subsequently accepted by Michael Orr ofC J S Planning Consultants on behalf of
Design Site Ltd.

The assessment was managed by Tom Loader of the Field Team, Suffolk County Council
Archaeological Service (SCCAS). Investigative excavation and the structural assessment were
undertaken under the direction of Rhodri Gardner with the assistance of John Blow, Tim
Browne, Roy Damant and Phil Camps, all from Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service
Field Team. Quantification of finds and the finds report were produced by Sue Anderson
(SCCAS). The documentary work was undertaken by Anthony Breen, freelance documentary
historian.

Site Location

St Lawrence's Church lies between Dial Lane to the west and St Lawrence Street to the east
(approximate NGR: TM 16394458). Paved pedestrian access lies to the north and south of the
church separating it from the rear of properties fronting onto Butter Market to the south and
Tavern Street to the north (fig. 1). The church stands on ground at cl0.30m AOD with a slight
slope to the south, although this is less noticeable in the area of the churchyard than it is on either
St Lawrence Street or Dial Lane.

Archaeological Background

St Lawrence's Church is recorded in the Domesday Book and, as such, it is almost certain that
earlier remains underlie the existing church, which was constructed in the 15th century. It is
unclear whether any earlier church would have occupied the same footprint as the current
building or whether the 15th century build of the church had moved to some degree.

3



SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. JAS2501.St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

2. Scope of desk-based and field assessments

The project design involved both desk-based assessment and fieldwork components and
comprised the following elements:

• Largely non-invasive excavation in the area under the pew bases in the nave. This was
intended to identify and characterise any archaeological features at the level of the current
ground surface, and to assess the likely degree of disturbance caused by any proposed
structural work required within the church. All the pews still remain in situ in the chancel,
although the whole floor is covered with grave slabs, meaning that there was no potential for
any below ground investigative work in this part of the church .

• Limited excavation in the southern churchyard. Two small pits would be excavated with a
view to assessing the depth/nature of surviving church wall foundations as well as the
depth/nature of any cemetery soil that might be disturbed by construction of the proposed
extension.

• Recording ofwall and floor monuments with a view to assessing their historical and artistic
importance, as well as attempting to determine whether they had ever been relocated.

• A structural assessment of the church, utilising all readily accessible documentary sources
and incorporating a visual inspection of the interior and exterior fabric in order to allocate
phases of construction.

4
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SCCAS Rpt.No,2002/137. IAS 2501. St Lawrence'sChurch,Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

3. Method of Study

Desk Based Assessment

The research for this report was carried out at the Suffolk Record Office in Ipswich and the
Norfolk Record Office in Norwich. The antiquarian papers of Thomas Martin and Sir John
Cullum held at Bury St Edmunds do not contain any references to this church. David Davy's
valuable antiquarian papers, which are physically held at the British Library, were available on
microfilm in Ipswich. A list of sources consulted in both County Records offices is provided in
the full report (Appendix 1).

While all mounted plaques within the church and grave slabs in the nave have been recorded as
part of the survey, the chancel remained inaccessible due to there being a full complement of in
situ pews overlying grave slabs. '

Field Evaluation

Internal
Inside the church, pew bases were in situ at the time ofexcavation, both along the northern and
southern walls and the main body of the nave. A plan of the pew base was made prior to its
removal (fig. 2). Following removal, the ground surfaces exposed were cleaned by hand until the
top of the first solid surface was encountered. All exposed features were recorded and described
as fully as possible given that the majority were retained in situ and not excavated. A small
sample of the visible features was subjected to limited excavation in order to ascertain their
mode of construction and likely depth, though in several cases this could not be completed as
articulated human remains or sealed tombs were encountered and excavation ceased. An area
that appeared to be undisturbed by burial activity was also excavated so that information about
earlier/deeper structures could be sought or early floor surfaces identified. Limited investigation
of areas adjacent to the nave walls was also undertaken in order to examine the nature of the
foundations. A full report on the excavation appears in Appendix II with a summary of the main
findings being given below (4. Results).

External
Two areas were selected for investigation in the southern churchyard (fig. 3). One of these was
situated against the southern wall (Trench 1), again with a viewto examining the foundations. A
second was situated in the churchyard itself (Trench 2) in order to assess the nature and extent of
any cemetery soils. In each case two adjacent paving slabs were removed (and replaced later the
same day after recording and backfilling of the trenches), giving trenches approximately 1.20m
long by O.75m wide. Excavation was carried out by hand until either safety considerations
dictated that excavation should cease, or articulated human remains/intact coffins were
encountered.

5



SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. IAS 2501.St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

4. Results

Desk basedassessment
Alterations to the structure and fabric
A church dedicated to St. Lawrence is mentioned in the Domesday Book, but the present church
was rebuilt in the 15th century, with major alteration to the interior decoration occurring in the
16th century. While references exist in the vestry books from late 18th century to repairs to the
church fabric, these seem generally to be fairly superficial until the latter half of the 19th century.
In 1834 David Davy produced a plan of the building showing the position of the pulpit, font and
two galleries, which, along with print of 1841 by Henry Davy, offers the best visualrecord of the
church prior to its later restoration. Detailed records of alterations to the church are recorded in
minutes contained within the vestry minute book for 1842 - 1920. The main structural alterations
as defined by existing documents can be summarised as such:
• replacement font (1855)
• rebuilding ofthe east wall of the chancel and removal of the chancel gallery (c. 1857)
• Nave roof replaced and new pews and pulpit added (1862)
• "Six windows in the nave were filled with cathedral figures quarries with ornamental

borders" (1867)
• Reroofing ofthe chancel. Removal of some ofthe north chancel wall for a new organ

chamber and involving the removal of several monuments. The north-east window ofthe
chancel moved to the east, and a window in the south-east inserted (1878).

• Refacing of the tower (1881-2) with opening out of the tower arch into the nave. Opening up
of the blocked north nave door and insertion ofa step (1889). .

• Repair / replacement ofwindows (north-west side ofchurch, 1902; new chancel window,
1911; new window to mark the death ofW. S. Cowell, 1922).

Burials
• As a result of a visit to the church in 1811, Davy provided a lengthy description of the

monuments in the church, giving the position of each tomb. On a return visit in 1834 he
recorded inscriptions of the tombs within the churchyard

• The churchyard was closed for burials in 1855 but a faculty was issued in 1962 for the
interment of the ashes ofEmily Geigling.

Monuments
While there are numerous surviving monuments inthe church a large number have been
repositioned by the churchwardens without resorting to obtaining a faculty. A plan showing the
current locations ofwall mounted plaques and floor slabs in the nave (fig. 4) can be compared
with those recorded by Frederick Bames in 1876-77 (fig. 5)

~rchaeologicallnvestigations

The Church Interior
The brief for the works involved the removal of the wooden pew base from the centre of the
nave and clearance of the remnant structures associated with the pews formerly laid out in the
north and south aisles. The areas of open ground, lying directly below, were then cleared of loose
debris in order to assess the amount of past ground disturbance that had been effected in these
areas of the nave. While excavation was to be kept a minimum, areas were reduced within these
spaces to aid interpretation of the exposed surfaces. The excavation results are detailed in
Appendix 2.

6
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SCCAS Rpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501. St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

The high proportion of building materials spread across the excavated area, directly below the
pew bases, shows that a build up of debris, associated with various Victorian alterations to the
church was probably not systematically cleared. The mixture of this material with other post
medieval domestic waste (pottery, clay pipes, disarticulate human and animal bone and oyster
shell) also points to the high amount of late inhumations that appear to occupy the majority of
the nave. In the process of inserting large vaulted tombs (some of which were located in
excavation) that are surmised to cover much of the interior of the nave, earlier medieval burials
and pre-church archaeological features have been included in the upcast. While interpretation of
the sub-surface sequences is severely restricted by the limitation of the excavation brief, it is
surmised that much of the nave has been heavily disturbed by grave digging and tomb
construction.

Only two areas of archaeological interest were exposed, that could warrant further excavation if
deemed to be under threat from the redeveloprrient proposals. Both are unlikely to pre-date the
15th century rebuild and are therefore integral to the existing church. Neither has however been
satisfactorily explained, in part due to the limitations of the excavation brief. The first comprises
an area of stratified build up (the extent of which is still poorly defined) in the north aisle
(Sondage 1; context no. 27 - 30) sealing a possible remnant wall [72] (figs. 6, 7), which in turn
sealed further stratified deposits (73 - 77). The second feature of interest, comprised a section of
flint and mortar walling ~, lying below the existing south nave wall. This wall had been
reduced on its north side by later excavations for burials within the body of the nave. As the brief
did not allow the opportunity to see whether this structure extended beyond the outside south
wall of the nave, and an indeterminate amount of the structure had been lost within the body of
the nave, no positive identification has been made. At simplest this may be all that remains of an
earlyt l S" century) tomb, partially constructed under the nave wall, or a remnant of an earlier
church; such as the base of an axial tower or a pulpit cross.

TheSouthem Churchyard
The first of two exploratory trenches (fig.3) was, excavated against the south wall of the nave.
This unfortunately hit a brick lined tomb, which severely limited the amount of information that
could be gleaned about build up within the churchyard. Fortunately an attempt to underpin the
tomb on its north side, suggested that footings for the nave wall extend no more than 0.6 below
the present ground level. Evidence for footings found within the body of the nave suggest that
the walls are resting on strip foundations, backfilled with compacted layers of mixed fill, similar
to those layers recorded in Sondage 1 (see above)..

A second trench, excavated in the body of the churchyard was excavated to a depth of 1.33
metres below present ground level. While disarticulated human bone was found throughout the
sequence, no articulated skeletal material was encountered to suggest high level burials. The
upper cemetery fill layer, found to a depth of 1.13m below the present ground surface in the
churchyard, may be wholly or partially the result of an overall rise in the level of the churchyard
since construction of the church. This would be mainly due to the constant turning over of soil
associated with the excavation of new graves. As such, it seems unlikely that articulated bodies
will be found within this layer.

Fabric Assessment

This provides a brief description of the fabric visible in the walls of the church as they stand
today. It should be read in conjunction with the desk-based assessment (Appendix 1). It is not

7
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intended to be an exhaustive account of the entire church and is predominantly concerned with
the exterior elevation of the south chancel wall.

A sketch of the south chancel wall exterior elevation is shown in Fig. 8. It should be pointed out
that although the fabrics used throughout much of the wall are extremely variable and there are
few bonding patterns the actual joins traceable in the mortar are relatively few. Observable
phenomena numbers have been allocated to changes in the wall fabric which are recorded as OP
numbers and are listed in Appendix 2, Table 3. .

The earliest survival noted during this survey is (0096), limited to the very western part of this
wall of the chancel where it meets the nave. The fabric is predominantly of roughly hewn
septaria blocks (average size c 0.05m by O.l2m) with occasional flints. Simple stretcher coursing
can be seen where the septaria blocks dominate, but the majority of this build is random and
uncoursed. This area is bonded with a hard whitish grey mortar with few inclusions. The extant
nave wall is clearly bonded onto (0096), suggesting that (0096) is a likely 15th century survival
and demonstrating that the eastern end of the nave has seen repair (possibly the repairs noted in
vestry minute books, dated 26 November 1863).

Around the door are two later rebuilds/repairs incorporating brick. The first of these, (0099),
used thin (50mm thick by 220mm long) red bricks laid in a simple stretcher pattern (4 courses
plus joints being 0.26m thick) and bonded with soft light greyish yellow mortar with occasional
small flint chip inclusions. The second, (0100), constitutes the scar of a buttress, which is
represented on the elevation of the church recorded by Ogilby 1674 and other later engravings.
This used slightly thicker (60mm thick and 170mm long) bricks laid more randomly with little
coursing and bonded with an identical mortar to (0099). While (0099) incorporates early bricks
the close association of this build with (0100) suggests that neither represents a 15th century
build.

The main phase of repairs to the south chancel walls is represented by (0097), which forms the
bulk ofthe extant wall. The fabric is very mixed: rough septaria nodules dominate (average c
0.10m diameter), although roughly hewn flints are also quite common. Bricks are occasionally
incorporated, and include both types described in (0099) and (0100). This part of the wall is laid
in a random uncoursed fashion with no notable bonding pattern. The mortar is indistinguishable
from that described for (0099) and no significant break can be discerned between (0097), (0099)
and (0100) - the only difference being in the concentration of particular fabric types.

The upper 0.75m or so of the southern chancel wall (0101) is built exclusively of red brick
(70mm thick by 220mm long) in a predominantly English pattern and bonded with a creamy
yellowish grey mortar. This phase is undoubtedly associated with the replacement of the chancel
roof that took place in 1878. This pattern and fabric continues in a similar fashion through much
of the eastern end of the chancel beyond the extant buttress and most likely relates to the repairs
associated with the replacement of the eastern window which commenced some time after 1857.

The latest build noted was (0098), either side of the south chancel door and rising to a maximum
height of c. 1.10m. This comprised a large area ofrepair utilising natural flint cobbles and
occasional roughly napped flints (c O.OS - O.lSm in diameter) laid in simple horizontal courses
and bonded with modem cement.

The remainder of the church structure shows little evidence of any external ISth century survival.
Almost all the remainder of the facade of the tower and nave as well as the eastern and northern
walls of the chancel have been subject to any of the numerous phases of refacing, repair and
repointing alluded to throughout the desk-based assessment (Appendix 1).

8
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SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501. St Lawrence's Church, Ipswich(archaeological assessment)

5. Conclusions and the archaeological implications on development

The submission of a planning application that proposes development within a medieval church
and its churchyard raises major conservation issues, especially as there is an issue centred on the
preservation of the churchyard as an urban historic landscape.

This issue aside, any development of the site would be subject to the implementation ofa scheme
of archaeological works, specified by the planning archaeologist. It is apparent however that the
main issues that will need to be addressed will concern the potential disturbance of burials and
tombs both within the church and the churchyard, and alterations to the medieval fabric of the
church. The main areas that have been identified from the background work undertaken to
compile this report can be summarised below.

• Floor levels
As yet no detailed plans relating to formation levels or finished floor levels within the church
have yet been submitted, although it is surmised that these may well be determined by the
existing. However the planning archaeologist would almost certainly be looking to ensure any
change to the existing levels within the church will involve the resetting of the grave slabs and a,
written scheme developed for their preservation from increased wear and tear associated with a
change of use of this nature. The repositioning of grave slabs may result in the exposure of
tombs (which are likely to constitute void spaces) below ground level. These will require an .
archaeological assessment before any action is taken to fill or cover over such voids.

A raising or the retention ofexisting floor levels is unlikely to have any great impact on the
below ground archaeology, as the general build-up, observed below the former pew bases, is not
going to suffer significantly from a degree of soil removal associated with the insertion of a new
floor slab.

The insertion of a single column to support a mezzanine floor may require some further
investigation. A number of brick tombs with arched roofs have been observed in the evaluation
excavation within the nave and these are likely to have void spaces below. Any need to excavate
footings to any depth will require a programme of archaeological works to be agreed in advance.
The scope ofthis work programme would have to be formulated on the extent of disturbance
likely to be caused to existing burials, tombs and pre-church archaeology.

.
• Church fabric and wall mounted monuments

It is noted that a new doorway is currently proposed to replace the existing vestry door, and
, possible additional new openings through the nave to the southern side extension.

A full drawn and photographic record along with descriptions of the exposed fabric would need
to be made to any areas where changes to the main structural features (windows, doors, church
furniture) and exposures of the original church fabric are proposed.

The scheme appears to have little impact on the existing rendering of internal walls. However
any proposals to remove sections of render or to insert structural elements into the walls would
need to be subject to archaeological recording.

The planning archaeologist would want to ensure that any wall mounted monuments are properly
presented within the new scheme, but that they are not left in a position where they are easily
subject to accidental damage or acts of vandalism. The movement of these may need to agreed

9



SCCAS Rpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501.St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

with the Royal Fine Art CommissionI. It is not currently known whether the monument to
Second Lieutenant Valentine Edward Beard, killed at Salonica in 1917, has been recorded on the
National Inventory of War Memorials.

• The Churchyard
The movement of slabs from the south of the churchyard to the north should be subject to
archaeological monitoring. Any tombs that are exposed should be fully recorded and agreement
reached on their future survival and relocation of human remains.

The most contentious and invasive element of the scheme is likely to be the construction of the
glazed unit in the south churchyard. The developer would need to provide a scheme of work that
details interventions into the existing ground surface. Consideration would need to be given to
the considerable depth of overburden likely to be found in the churchyard and what remedial
action would be taken in the event of disturbance to existing tombs, burials and pre-cemetery
archaeological deposits being unavoidable.

I Royal Fine ArtCommission, 7 St. James Square, London SWlY 4JY (tel. 0207-839-6537)
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Appendix 1

Desk Based Assessment
By Anthony Breen

Part 1: Documentary Search

A parish church dedicated to St Lawrence is mentioned in the Domesday Book, but the present
building was completely rebuilt in the fifteenth century. It consists a chancel, with the vestry to
the north, a nave without side aisles, and a tower, a former south porch was demolished in the
nineteenth century. The dates for the construction the church can be obtained from documentary
sources. The internal arrangement and decoration of the church was greatly altered in 1553 and
by a series of nineteenth century restorations. Inside the church there are a range of monuments
dating from the fifteenth century more fully described in the second part of this report. The
burials are ofprominent persons important to the history of Ipswich and include three of the
town's MPs. The churchyard was closed for burials in 1855 and the parish united with St
Stephen's in 1925. The church has been redundant for over twenty years and in the care of the
Ipswich Historic Churches Trust. Various attempts have been made to find a use for the building.

The research for this report has been carried out at the Suffolk Record Office in Ipswich and the
Norfolk Record Office in Norwich. The antiquarian papers of Thomas Martin and Sir John
Cullum held at Bury St Edmunds do not contain any references to this church. David Davy's
valuable antiquarian papers though held at the British Library are available on microfilm in
Ipswich.

The Setting of St Lawrence's

The present churchyard is largely enclosed with entrances from the east from St Lawrence Street
and from the west from Dial Lane. Until the nineteenth century restorations the openings to Dial
Lane were covered in buildings (fig. 1). Those buildings to the north ofthe tower were
demolished in 1853 and those to the south some forty years later in 1893. For most of the
church's history the churchyard has been enclosed by buildings to the north, west and south. The
entrance to the churchyard was through a gate way in a wall to the east from the present St
Lawrence Street. On the earliest map ofIpswich by John Speed dated 1610, the church, marked
with the letter G, is shown surrounded by a wall with a small square enclosure to the 'northeast.
The small enclosure was the site of the town's common conduit which was already an
established landmark by 1395 (see AlIen). In 1602 a licence was given for the water from the
waste pipe to be diverted through St Lawrence's churchyard into the fish market (the present-day
Buttermarket) and thence down St Stephen's Lane 'for the makeinge of the strete swete'. Speede
gives the name of the area to the south of the church as the Fishmarket.

John Ogilby's map of 1674 does show the churchyard enclosed on three sides by buildings with
the churchyard wall to the east. On his map Dial lane is called Cook Row and St Lawrence
Street, the Fruit Market. He also includes the earliest illustration of the church in the margin of
his map. Joseph Pennington on his map of 1778 retains both street names from Ogilby. By the
time of his map, the road to the south had become the Buttermarket. On his map and Ogilby's,
the street to the north is called Tavern Street.

11
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There is a full discussion of the street names in Muriel Clegg's work "the removal in 1447 of the
clothmarket from St Lawrence Street to premises 'above and below' the Moot Hall on Cornhill
left the street nameless. Even before the departure of the cloth market it was often referred to as
the 'lane from Fishmarket to the conduit'. The name the Fruit Market continued in use until
about 1823, by which time the lane was also known as White Hart Lane after an inn which was
eventually demolished in 1866. After that date the street adopted it's present name". The
Fishmarket was removed to Brook Street in 1616. Cook Row was also known as St Lawrence '
Lane, but has adopted it's present name from a clock that formerly hung from the church tower
and jutted out into the street.

On 21 March 1846 it was reported in the Ipswich Journal that workmen removing the floors ofa
house in Tavern Street had discovered portions ofwalls "beneath the ground, which evidently
formed some part of an ecclesiastical building. The walls were constructed of rubble and were
about two feet thick, one extending east & west and the other joining in the middle part on the
north side at right angles to it". A doorway was uncovered and "a large door way with
mouldings, characteristic of the 14th century". Careful contemporary illustrations and plans of
the remains were made by Walter Hagreen (see Fitch). The report of the fmd was included in
Davy'santiquarian notes and the discovery was also mentioned in Wodderspoon's book

.published in 1850.

In the Farrar Collection (ref. HB78 : 2671), there are copies ofvarious articles by Felix Walton
published in the East Anglian Daily Times in and around 1923. He refers to the discovery as
"under Messrs Howells and part of the street" and published one of Hagreen's illustrations. He
continued."They have since been practically destroyed, but about three years back part ofthem
were exposed when some alterations were being made to the cellars ofMessrs Howell & Co. The
walls were rubble and flint and as solid today as when they were built". In another article he
again refers to them "part of the chambers too ran beneath the property of Messrs Gardiner & Co
which were opened up a few years ago, when alterations were made to their premises. I was one
who had the privilege of examining these and we were able to trace how correct these old
drawings were. Most of the chambers are filled up and the massive walls six feet thick showed
how substantial they must have been". He also noted that "a ground plan shows a circular
staircase almost abutting on the foundations of the church".

The contemporary trade directories give the addresses for Gardiners as 26 to 28a Tavern Street.
The original fmds were under the property to the west. Unfortunately Howells was listed at 3
Carr Street, an address outside the parish of St Lawrence.

Murial Clegg was far more sanguine dismissing the remains as cellars belonging to a tavern. The
property at the junction of Dial Lane and Tavern Street was formerly known as the "Three
Taverns". The middle one of these three buildings was given to the church in 1598 "to provide
revenue for the maintenance of a preacher".

Various medieval deeds in the Ipswich Borough collection give some further clues as to the
setting of the church. The development of permanent dwellings along the Fishmarket had already
began by 1395 with the grant ofa void piece ofland at the corner of the present Buttermarket
and St Lawrence Street. The property adjoining to the west was then a shop "formerly John
Leu". Another grant in 1462 was for the premises on the corner of "Fishmarket and a street
called Cokerowe". In 1448, William Stabeler was granted premises adjoining the "gate of St
Lawrence Churchyard east and abutting ... north on shops of John Malton formerly Hugh Leu".
In 1498 another piece of "voide grown betwene ye howsys yn ye Fyssh market" and the entrance
to St Lawrence's on the west was granted out. The following year, there was another grant of a
tenement adjoining the "highway from the Fish Market to the Water Conduit and west on the
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SCCAS Rpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501.St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

shop ofWilliam Baker notary formerly Liewes and the churchyard". A Richard Leu is listed as
one of the town's bailiffs from 1294 to 1320 and a borough court heard a dispute of a plot of
land "outside the wall of St Lawrence churchyard containing four stalls each seven feet long' and
four feet wide" in July 1327 (see Martin). In the Iveagh Collection (ref. HD 1538 ), there is a
deed dated 1376 which mentions Hugh Leew in connection with a tenement abutting on to the
churchyard.

Also in theIveagh collection in a deed dated 1523, Thomas Godsalve ofNorwich granted a
tavern called Kempis to John Aleyn, a shoe maker, who was later a portman of the town. His
widow Margaret AlIen and her relative Thomas Sandes granted in 1557 a tenement to Roger
Harvye that abutted on the tower of St Lawrence to the south, "una caput abuttat super stepulam
dicte ecclesie versus australis". In 1558, they granted a further two tenements to Roger Harvye
one ofwhich abutted on to the churchyard to the south and was then held by a William
Bokenham, mercer. The other tenement "ex antiquo vocat Le Tabbarde", though it did adjoin
Tavern Street did not adjoin to the churchyard but was next to a property called "a gatehouse"
then owned by Robert Barker yet another portman ofthe town.

The remains uncovered in 1846 were certainly used in part as a tavern by the fifteenth century,
but whether or not that was their original purpose is uncertain. It is certain that when the church
was rebuilt, it was surrounded on at least three sides to the west, south and east by areas of open
markets, which were gradually enclosed and built on during the fifteenth century. By the early
sixteenth century, properties had been built on both sides of the church's tower. An entrance
fromthe Fishmarket to the churchyard possibly in line with the south porch may have still .
existed, but this too was granted out possibly during the seventeenth century.

The Building of the Church

The nave ofSt Lawrence's was begun by John Bottold who died in 1431. This was recorded on
an inscription found on his tombstone. The inscription is mentioned in Davy's notes begun in
1811 and ascribed to "Weever p 750". An edition of John Weever's book "Antient Funeral
Monuments of Great Britain" was published in 1767, however in that edition the entry for St
Lawrence's appears on page 486. The same reference appears in William Blois (1600 - 1673)
notes on Suffolk Heraldry ( ref. GC 17:755). Weever's work was originally published in 1631
and the full entry is "one which came to light not long since upon the removal of a pew in St
Laurence's church ..: under which the founder of the said church was interred as appears by this
epitaph engraven upon the stone "Subiacet hie lapide John Bottold vir probus ipse, istius
ecclesie primus inceptor fuit iste, cuius anime domine misereris tu bone Christe, obijt M ccccxxxi
Litera Dominicalis G".

The chancel was built by John Baldwyn a draper who died in 1449. His name appears in the
stone work on the outside of the building under the east window. Until the new window was
inserted in 1857, this had been plastered over, but the inscription was them restored and reads
"Pray for the soules of John Baldwyn and Joane his wife and for all christen soules". His
nuncupative will, as recorded by Davy, was dated 1448, and included the phrase "Item veult et
concessit quod cancelie Sancti Laurenti de novo fabricatus ".

Davy records two legacies for the completion of the tower. David Young whose will is dated 24
June 1440 left money "ad opus reparationis campanilis Sancti Laurenti in Gippovico". A Walter
Calte or Colk left additional money for this purpose in his will dated 12 June 1459.
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Weever suggested that the family of "John Walworth Gent died X April 1488, Clementia
Walworth widow, died 1473. Margaret Walworth wife ofWilliam Walworth, late Ipswich gent.,
died April 1, 1460" were buried in the church and speculated that the family were related to a
lord mayor of London with the same surname. Their inscriptions were no longer visible to later
antiquarians. Davy mentions that another two burials within the church, that of, Margaret Fastolf
who requested to be buried "before the image of St Nicholas the Bishop" in 1452 and William
Draught in 1520.

The five bells are all medieval, one ofjust two surviving sets ofpre-reformation bells in the
country. Three ofthe bells were made by Richard Brasyer ofNorwich, the other two may have
possibly come from another church. One was made in Bury St Edmunds, the other according to
Raven was by made by Henry Jurden of London. Jurden was both a bell founder and fishmonger
and the site of his house was still owned by the Fishmonger's Company at the end of the
nineteenth century.

In 1514, Edmund Daundy founded a chantry in the church dedicated to St Thomas and obtained
leave from Henry VIII to appoint a secular priest to serve there. Masses were offered within the
chantry for the souls of his various relatives, which included his parents and Robert and Joan
Wolsey, the parents of his cousin Thomas Wolsey then dean of Lincoln. Daundy was buried
"within his chantry" in May 1515 and a stone inlaid with his effigy in brass placed over his
grave. The original brass was one of two "popish inscriptions" defaced on the orders ofWilliam
Dowsing in January 1644. A portion with the inscription was preserved and later placed in one of
the chancel windows. It read "Here under lies buried the body ofEdmund Daundy some time
Portman and Bailiff. He was builder of the market cross and of the alms houses in Lady Lane
etc." His grand daughter Thomasine Daundy who was buried on 19 November 1543 may also
have been buried in the chantry as was her father Robert Daundy, another Portman who died in
1558. A grandchild Robert the son ofWilliam Daundy who was buried on 11 August 1563 may
also had been interned there.

Various historians have noted the return made by commissioners to the bishop ofNorwich in
1553 in which the removal of the church's medieval adornments and plate are detailed. They had
acted on the instructions issued by the crown. The return mentions the "candelbeame and other
immages" and that the place "wher the Image did stond" had been filled up. The church had been
whitewashed and paved. They had written on the walls texts from scripture, which were still
evident in part to Davy. They also removed "ix glas wyndows of fayned storyse" and had
replaced them with white glass. Work was begun "to lede our churche", but "the rest hathe great
nede of ledying".

The Post Reformation Church

The church had been stripped in 1553 and before Dowsing's visit the communion rails and
possibly the rood loft had been removed to be burnt as fire wood. In the visitation of 1597, the
communion table was considered so poor that the churchwardens were ordered to replace it. The
emphasis in worship had switched to the spoken word with a pulpit and desk set up on the north
side of the nave. This was described in Davy's notes as plain and hexagonal.

Apart from John Weever's visit to the church sometime before 1631 and William Blois' visit
sometime before 1640, the church seems to have been ignored by most antiquarians until David
Davy began his notes in 1811. The seventeenth century antiquarian interest was in the
monuments and heraldry in the church and not in the fabric of the building. The pre reformation
practice of intramural burials continued and the church rapidly filled which the remains of
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SCCAS Rpt.No.2002/137. IAS 2501. St Lawrence's Church, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

Ipswich's prominent citizens. As the inscription on Bottold's monument had only came to light
with the removal of a pew, it can be assumed that most of the nave had became covered with
seating by the end of the sixteenth century.

The main sources for the period up to the beginning of the nineteenth century are the diocesan
and archdeaconry visitation papers and vestry and churchwardens accounts. Unfortunately the
two surviving diocesan visitations for 1627 and 1629 offer no details of the church and two
archdeaconry visitations of 1684 and 1689 though they contain details of other Ipswich churches,
make no comment about St Lawrence's. Further details of the fabric do not appear in these
visitations until after 1747.

The earliest churchwarden accounts are amongst the Borough's records (Ref. C/5/3/2/2/1 ) and
are equally disappointing. They contain details of the collection of the poor rates and
disbursements but offer nothing on the fabric. After 1699 separate overseers accounts contain
similar details. The parish had it's own workhouse or "parish house" and there are regular
payments for repairs to this building. There is only one other set of churchwarden accounts
covering the years 1682 - 1724 (ref. FB 106/El/l ). Once again they include full details of the
church rates. They also include regular payments for burials within the nave or "church" and in
the chancel. As the churchwardens were elected annually the amount of detail in their accounts
varies from year to year. There were regular repayments for repairs to the fabric and some of
these are worth noting. In the accounts for 1682 - 1683, a Mr Alston was paid £14 19s for
painting the church and a workman called Crapnall £12 for "doing up ye stolles in ye chancell".
In 1684 Phillip Baddison was paid 18s "for making two casements" and there are further
payments for mortar and glazing the same. In 1688, there is the first reference to the church's
clock-with a payment of 2s "for oyle for the clock and chimes". In the accounts for 1692 - 93,
there is a note "Paid to 3 seamenfor taking down one ofthe stone shafts or pinacles ofthe
steeple so dangerous that the mason refused, for beer & the use ofpoles 16s". There is a further
payment of £3 9s for further work on the tower in that year. In 1693 - 94, there are payments for
paving in the church and chancel. In 1699 - 1700, there were payments to carpenters, masons and
plumbers for "work about the church, chancel & parish house" which included amounts for.
"plain & rooftiles" and lead. In 1708 Edward Hunt was paid "for painting the board under
King Charles 12s". This painting was described by Clarke in 1830, when it had already been
removed from the church "previous to repairing the alter-piece". "It represented King Charles I
lying in state in his ermined robes" and belowthe picture there was in inscription which he
records. It measured "ten feet in height, by nine feet" and most have been an impressive image in
an otherwise plain church. Until the middle of the nineteenth century, the Book of Common
Prayer included a special service to commemorate the martyrdom of Charles I on 30 January
1649. After 1724, there is a gap in the records.

By the middle of the eighteenth century records relating to the fabric are to be found in the vestry
books. The first of these beginning in 1750 is marked on the cover as book 6, which strongly
suggests that a number of records are missing ( ref. FB 106/A2/1 ). This book contains a map of
the parish dated 1750 together with a detailed perambulation of the boundaries with details of
marks placed on various buildings. On this map Dial Lane is St Lawrence Lane and St Lawrence
Street in White Hart Lane. In January 1753 "It was unanimously agreed that the churchwardens
seat and the next seat to it to be removedfurther towards the door and make two new seats and
to raise the middle ally equall with the chancell". InJuly ofthat year, the churchwardens place
locks on various seats and appointed a John Covey "to let into the aforesaid seats and to be paid
for the same". In 1755, it was noted that the Revd Mr Richard Channing "at his own expense to
wainscott the east end ofthe chancell with cedar & to make new rails, ifthe parishioners
approve ofit and as the old wainscott & rails will be oflittle value for any other purpose he
intends ... to put them up in the church ofRushmere (whereofhe is vicar)". Also in that year it
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was agreed that the window atthe east end "be new glazed with crown glass and bricked up as
high as is convient". The book continues until 1767 without any further notes on the church.

The next book, which begins in 1792 and continues to 1802, contains very few details, but does
have the reference to the installation of the church's first organ. At the vestry held on 3 February
1795, it was decided to buy a church organ from Messrs Longman and Bradsnip at the cost of
150 guineas. To accommodate this instrument a new gallery was built at the west end of the
church to match another that had been built in 1776 at the east end. The position of both was
marked on a plan of the church made by Davy.

The visitation papers are disappointing, in 1749, orders were given for the church to be
whitewashed and the "dial and quarter chimes to be thoroughly repaired". There are no further
entries of note until 1787 when a number of deficiencies were noted. "South East buttress wants
much pointing, coping ofparapet to tower to reset, flintwork to point & repair east side oftower,
plastering to south buttress ofchancel to be repaired. Rubbish to be removedfrom vestry .
plastering to be repaired. North side ofchurch: rubbish to be removedfrom north side. North
buttress to be repaired. North side oftower wants much repairing & pointing over stair case to
be repaired - string course under ditto to repair. Copings ofnorth west buttress to repair.
Settlement crack on west side oftower to be filled up. Flintwork on west side to be repaired.
Coping ofwest parapet to point. Porch under tower covered with white washing". All these
repairs had been satisfied by the time of a later visitation in 1789. .

There is a coloured illustration of the top of the tower before it's restoration in the Fitch
collection. This shows the variety ofmaterial used to patch and repair the church at various
times.

In 1797, the visitation ordered that "Irons to be taken out ofthe church walls. Shutter ofvestry
window to be repaired, tiling ofvestry to be relaid. Outside walls to be scrapedplastered &
washed" and "church to be cleared & white washed".

The final entry ofnote.in the visitation papers is on 1831 when it was noted that "Buttresses
North side is in a dilapidated state to be put into a thorough repair and ifnecessary to be taken
down and rebuilt".

The next vestry book covering the period 1802 to 1860 offers no further details other than
lengthy rate lists. A separate book begun in 1842 contains the details of the Victorian
restorations and is described below.

The Nineteenth Century Antiquarians

From the beginning of the nineteenth century, there are detailed notes on the church from the
published works of the two historians of Ipswich; Clarke and Wodderspoon and from the
manuscript collection of David Davy ( 1769 - 1851). These combined with the illustrations of the
church by Isaac Johnson c. 1818 (ref. HD 484/2), by Henry Davy dated 1841 and the
illustrations collected by William Fitch ( 1792 - 1859 ) offer a very full description of the
building before the Victorian restorations.

Mention has been made already of Clarke's history published in 1830. Amongst those buried in
the church, he mentions John Clyatta portman, who died 1529 and John Moore's memorial
"erected in the chancel, - who died February 17th, 1585". He then describes other monuments,
though not with the same thoroughness as Davy. Their positions are of some note one of which
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was the monument to William Truelove who died in 1766 "at the entrance of the church, under
the steeple, on a flat stone"; The word steeple was commonly used to describe a tower. The
benefices of this perpetualcuracy and the parish charities are described at length. In 1804, Sir
Robert Kerr Porter, captain in the Westminster Militia stationed in the town painted a picture of
"Our saviour discoursing with the Doctors in the Temple" over the western gallery. This was
removed during the restorations.

Wodderspoon's work published in 1850 adds some additional details mentioning that "The
church has a south porch, which is not used for either ingress or egress", and that "the tower is
curiously attached to the west end of the church, being half separated by an open passage which
runs south and north into the church-yard". He describes the various monuments of the Daundy
family. One of the inscriptions was formerly on a stone "upon the threshold of the vestry door",
the vestry was enlarged in 1878. He also noted "on the north door of the church appears an
inscription carved in stone, which has been read as follows :- "Orate pro animabus Williami
Faden (Sabine?) et Joanne uxoris ejus", The deed of endowment of the chantry is quoted at
length, which mentions "the awlter of St Thomas Martyr". The document also makes it plain that
the church was dedicated to St Lawrence the martyr and not to St Lawrence, archbishop of
Canterbury. Wodderspoon's account offers a transcript of the returns of 1553. He finishes with a
brief account of another late medieval endowment by William Stysted in 1529 and lists all the
known curates from 1524 to 1830.

Davy visited the church on several occasions beginning in 1811, when he described the building
as "chancel & nave, both covered with lead The chancel is 3 7ft 9 in long and 21 ft 2 in wide.
The communion is raised one step and railed round with mahogany. Over it in the centre is a
large glory & on each side the Lord's Prayer etc, the whole on painted wood and surmounted by
an open pediment in which stands an urn". He noted the east window together with the vestry on
the north side, the gallery and organ. He gives the measurements of the nave as "64ft 3 in long
by 29ft 1 in wide". He noted the position of the pulpit and stated that the benches were "neat &
uniform ". After mentioning Porter's painting he states that "the font is ofstone, no ways
remarkable: it stands near the west end". On the north side hung "a largeframe containing an
account ofthe benefactors ofthis parish" which he lists. After describing the steeple as a
"square tower not embattled, covered with plaister & bands ofblackflints. Up to the belfrey
there are 87 steps" and it's bells he mentions that in the middle of the church "hangs a brass
chandelier". The most important element of the notes taken on this visit is the lengthy
description of the monuments in the church in which he gives the position of each tomb.

On his next visit in 1825, he noted that "the walls seem to have been formerly covered with texts
ofscripture, in black letters these now appear in many places, in consequence ofthe white wash
wearing off, but in a few instances are many words legible though sufficiently large, some being
no less that 4 or 5 inches high". On this visit he saw a small piece of board which was painted
with the notice that "the nave ofthis church was new roofed in 1824" but added "this is at too
great a height & too small a character for me to see it distinctly, & I may have mistaken some of
it".

On his next visit in 1834, he drew a plan of the building (fig. 2) showing the positions of the
pulpit, font and the two galleries. He also recorded the inscriptions on the tombs within the
churchyard beginning Withthat of John Revert which "the clerk told me, was formerly in the
church" though he had not recorded it during his visit in 1811. Another stone of "bluish marble"
but with the inscription "now nearly obliterated" had been "turned out ofthe church about 11
years ago". Another stone standing "against the wall ofthe chancel" he recognised had been in
the church and in his opinion would "soon become illegible". One tablet "in one ofthe
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buttresses on the south side ofthe church" commemorated Susan Moore, the wife of Thomas
Moore who had died in 1761.

In 1843, he added to his notes inscriptions of monuments in the churchyard and during that same
year completed his earlier notes with some additional inscriptions from inside the church. He had
also seen notes taken by Pickering taken in 1744 which included the words set out in flint under
the east window commemorating John Baldwyn and he then records the words from his will. He
made a complete copy of the glebe terrier of 1753 in which the gift of the house in Tavern Street
was recorded. Finally he had read "from some old writings, wills etc. that there was in the
church a gild ofSt Thomas, altar ofthe same saint, a window ofSt Christopher".

Davy's comprehensive notes and plan of the church combined with the print by Henry Davy
dated 1841 offer a fairly complete picture of the church before the restorations. Isaac Johnson's
illustration, is the only one to not to show the south porch with a flat roof. William Fitch's
collection includes the illustration by Henry Davy. The other views are of interest to the setting
of the church.

There were two diocesan faculties issued in 1763 and 1806, both are concerned with the removal
of pews within the church.

The Victorian Restorations

In the vestry minute book for 1842 - 1920 (ref. FB 106/A2/4 ), contains the fullest details of the
Victorian series of restorations. Like the earlier vestry minute books most of the early pages up
to page 211 are taken up with rate lists. From that point onwards, details of changes in the church
are recorded in the minutes. In 1855, the firm ofPells were paid £15 for a new font and
alterations to the church. The old font according to more a recent guide was sold by the
churchwardens to St Nicholas Church in 1863. In July 1857 one of the parishioners Mr Frederick .
Fish "offered to fill the east window ofthe chancelwith stained glass provided the stone work
and contiguous parts ofthe fabric were restored". A committee was established to raise a
subscription. "The committee took down & rebuilt the east wall ofthe chancel took away the
chancel gallery removed the pulpit and reading deskfrom the north side ofthe nave to their
present position benched the chancel, put up entirely new gas burners and made other
restorations at a total cost of£388 9s 2d exclusive ofthe stained glass window the gift ofMr
Fish". The largest bill was to Messrs Pells and Ireland which was £174 12s 7d. There was also a
payment of£1 10s to repair the Thorndike Monument.

"In 1862 the west gallery was pulled down the roofand ceiling ofthe nave were removed a
handsome open timber roofwas erected and the nave was rebenchedfrom the design ofMr R M
Phipson at a total cost ofnearly £600 pounds defrayed by the voluntary offerings ofthe
parishioners" page 270 - 271. The Ipswich Journal recorded that set "in front of the organ were
wide benches occupying a third width of the nave as far as the pulpit separated on each side by
an aisle were three rows of benches with their backs to the walls running the length of the nave".
At the same time various fittings were provided for the church which included "a handsomely
carved caen stone pulpit" a new communion desk and various brass gas standards mainly
purchased through the generosity ofMr Fish. The incumbent Rev John Cobbold Aldrich paid for
the carved stone reredos.

On page 224, more mundane repairs were minuted at the meeting held on 26 November 1863.
The notes state "that the south wall &.buttresses ofthe church be put in repair and also that the
south west side ofthe churchyard be properly enclosed so as to stop the desecration to which it
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is now subjected". It was also proposed by a Mr Keeble to "erect a brickwallfrom the outer end
ofthe abutment on the south side ofthe churchyard ofhis premises to the opposite corner clear
ofthe buttresses ofthe church". In 1867, "six windows in the nave were jilled with cathedral
figured quarries with ornamental borders".

A new organ reinstalled as a memorial to the late Revd Aldrich and first used at a service held on
26 September 1878. The work ofconstructing a new chamber for the organ was paid for by Mr
Fish and "a handsome brass memorial plate recording the building ofthe chamber and its
object" was placed on the north wall of the chancel. At the same time "the north east window
was removed nearer to the east" and the "south east window ofstained glass was inserted in the
memory ofMrs Fitch". The plaster work of the chancel roof was replaced by stained boarding
and "a carved oak Credence table ... was fixed on the chancel wall on the north side ofthe
altar".

Amongst the diocesan papers held in Norwich, there are the consistory court papers which deal
with the 1878 alterations. These include five plans completed in 1876 and 1877 by the architect .
Frederick Barnes (ref. DN/CON 144). The faculty ordered the removal of the chancel roof, and
"to reroofthe same with English Oak with a covering ofthe best Bangor Duchess slate". The
building of the new organ chamber involved the demolition of part of the north wall of the
chancel and the disturbance of some graves. The remains were to be "deposited in a new grave".
The work also involved the removal of some seven monuments. The names on these were
carefully recorded and the court met to hear any objections to their removal. Only the trustees of
the estate of John Parish were traced and they expressed no objects to the repositioning of his
monument. The plans show both the former position of these monuments and their new
locations. The papers included the very detailed specifications for the work.

Earlier.in 1878, the architect Frederick Barnes had given a full report on the condition of the
fabric of the church. He noted that on the south side of the nave "five buttresses are much
dilapidated on the outside face, the stone quoins at the angles having separatedfrom the rubble
work. In many places there are fissures in the joints sufficient to allow an iron bar to be inserted
for several inches and the stones are loose". He continued "The general surface ofthe walls
requires to be repaired in places where patches ofbrickwork have been inserted which have
become decayed". "The stonework ofthe windows requires to be repaired, but not at any great
extent except the sills. The string course all along under the windows and the ornamental stone
panelling ofthe plinth are in a bad condition: it has been mended with bricks and cement and
has become rotten and loose. The eaves troughs and water pipes are not ofsufficient size to
carry offthe water from the roof'.

On the north side, he reported that "The buttresses and walls require repair but not to the same
extent as the south side except the one at the west end which is bad. The stonework ofthe
windows requires to be repairedgenerally. The string course under the windows and the plinth
is very dilapidated. The eaves trough andpipes should be larger".

The most notable repairs at least to the external appearance ofthe church, were those to the
tower begun in 1881. The architects were Barnes and Howard Gaye and the builder Mr Borrett.
A printed pamphlet noted that "A memorial stone was laid at the north west corner of the tower
by the mayor ... and from that date favoured by the extreme mildness of the winter of 1881 
1882 the work of refacing was carried on continuously throughout that and the following
seasons". The work was completed in October 1882 and the scaffolding removed.
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This work had had the approval of the bishop who also agreed to plans "for improving the west
end of the church by opening out the tower into the nave". This involved the removal of the
organ gallery at the west end as it was nolonger required.

In May 1886 following discussion of the ventilation and heating of the church, it was decided to
move the stoves and to put the "hot air chamber in the chancel" in order. At the same meeting
the plans to complete the west end of the church were discussed. In April 1887, Frederick Fish
who had paid for much of the restoration work died.

On page 325 under minutes for 5 October 1887, there is a note that the clock was "taken down
from the tower about October 1881" and "disposed ofto the Revd. A. J. Salton ofWest Tofts
Rectory near Mundfordfor the sum oftwo pounds ", In the same month work was begun to repair
two ofthe buttresses on the south wall together with the adjacent wall.

Work to open out the tower arch within the church began on April 1889 and was completed by
September of that year. Part of the work involved the "old doorway on the north side ofthe nave
at present blocked up" which was to be opened and a step of "solid rubbed York stone" inserted.
The door itself was made of deaL In November of that year some of the gas lights were replaced
with electric lights.

In 1893, the remainder of the tower was restored and refaced (see page 375) and at the same
time the south west buttress was repaired. This had been made possible due to the purchase of a
small part of the property own by Miss Keeble that had joined to the south side of the tower. The
plan shown on page 377 probably shows the dimensions of the piece that was purchased rather
than the building that had stood on it.

Some of the last payments are for windows in the church. In 1902, "the window to the north west
of the church having fallen into disrepair" was restored by the "liberality ofMr Walter Samuel
Cowell". Then in 1911, the bishop ofNorwich unveiled a new window "the third in the chancel
... in the memory of the late Mr George Nelson Leech". The subjection was the resurrection from
a design by Mr Grylls of London. The makers of the window were Messrs Cubitt and Gotts of
Westerfield.

The only later changes in the fabric seem to have been the insertion of a new window to mark the
death in 1922 of W. S. CowelL In 1926, the entrance at the top of the stairs that had formerly led
to the roof loft or candle beam was reopened. By this time the parish had been united with St
Helen's. Amongst the final works on the church was the replacement of the remaining gas lights
with electric light in 1949.

The Decline

It seems strange now that at a time when the church was losing it's influence that so much was
spent on the restoration of the building. At the end of guide to the church printed in 1932, it
lamented that "owing to the encroachment of business premises in the parish which occupies a
central position in the town, the resident population shewsa steady decline". In 1695 it had been
575 inhabitants in 1831, the population was still 565, by 1881 it was 480 and at the time when
the guide book was written it was "probably below 100". It is of interest to note that Bacon had
recorded a population of 127 adult males living in the parish in 1380 and the twentieth century
has been the only historical period in which the population in the centre of Ipswich has declined.
By the 1970's, in common with other Ipswich churches the building was redundant. Though
burials had ceased in 1855, a faculty was issued for the internment of the ashes of Emily
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Geigling following her cremation in January 1962. She had died at the Tooley Almshouses, in
Foundation Street. Her name is one of the lastin the burial register.

In January 1980 some oftheflintwork fell from the north east end of the nave above the vestry
and organ chamber and had to be repaired. In 1982, two of the early brass monuments from one
wall plaque were stolen from inside the church and were never recovered. In 1989, a replica of
them made of.glass fibre was placed in the church in memory ofMr Reg Olley, the surveyor of
Ipswich Historic Churches. Also in 1989, the pews were removed from the centre of the church,
to make it available as an exhibition space. In 1993, work began to restore the tower, which was
completed the following year. The work was carried out by Rattee and Kett, a firm of Cambridge
stonemasons. Unfortunately despite various plans no permanent alternative use has been found
for the church.

Summary

Ofthe present building, the walls on both sides of the nave are in part original, as is much of the
stonework of the windows. The brick course was probably introduced during the 1862
restorations. The buttresses on the north side may still show elements of the 1831 repairs. The
organ chamber and vestry were built in 1878, though the small medieval door has been removed
from elsewhere to it's present position. The east end was rebuilt in 1857. On the south side the
documentary evidence suggests that much of the original wall of the fifteenth century chancel
remains, although the results of the fabric assessment seem to contradict this. The same is true of
the south side of the nave except for the brick work. The buttresses have been rebuilt, though the
memorial tablet recorded by Davy has probably been reset in it's original position-. The south
porch was probably removed in the 1860's, though it may have been intended to replace it. The
tower has been restored on various occasions beginning in 1881.

Inside the church, there are numerous surviving monuments, but a large number are not in their
original positions. It has been the practice of the churchwardens to remove and discard
monuments without resorting to faculty. Nearly all the stones that had covered the nave were
removed in the 1860's, though the positions, in the early nineteenth century, ofany surviving
fragment can be determined. Most of the internal walls are covered with Victorian plaster work.
The bells are of national importance.

Amongst the burials are the three MPs Daundy, Moore and Sparrow, whose inscriptions are
described amongst others in the second part of this report. Other burials are the town portmen
and bailiffs, offices held from medieval times until the reorganisation of the borough in 1835.
Nearly all are oflocal importance only.
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1750-1767
1792 - 1802
1842 - 1920
1803 - 1860
1813 - 1968
1682 -,1724
1889 - 1890
1878
1949

Archdeaconry ofSuffolk

FAA/2/47 Visitation 1749
FAA/2/54 Visitations 1798 -18J2
FAA/2/56 Visitations 1825 - 1845

Visitation Call Books

FAA/6/8 Liber Visitacionis 1684
FAA/6/12 Liber Visitacionis 1689

Visitation Books

Antiquarian Papers

Parish Records

DN/CON/144 Consistory Court Papers 1876 - 78
DN/FCB/2/2 Faculty Book 1763
DN/FCB/5/1 Faculty Book 1806
DN/FCB/6 Faculty Book 1878
DN/FCB/8 Faculty Book 1891
DNNIS 5/3/4 Visitation 1627
DNNIS 6/1 pt 3 Visitation 1629

William Blois (1600 - 1673) notes on Suffolk Heraldry (ref. GC 17:755)
David Davy (1769 - 1851) Notes on Suffolk Churches Microfilm J 400/7
Edmund Farrar (1848 - 1935) Articles by Felix Walton HD 78:2671 Ipswich.
William Fitch (1792 - 1859) Suffolk Illustrations HB 480 Ipswich Volume 1
Isaac Johnson (1754 - 1835) Suffolk Churches c. 1818 BD 484/2

Diocesan Papers

Iveagh Collection HD 1538 270/6 (1376), 270/28 (1523),270/34 (1557), 270/35 (1558), 270/36
(1558). See catalogue for later deeds.

References
,Suffolk Record Office, Ipswich

FB 106/A2/1 Vestry Minute Book No 6
FB 106/A2/2 Vestry Minute Book
FB 106/A2/4 Vestry Minute Book
FB 106/A2/12 Vestry Minute Book
FB 106/D1/14 Register ofBurials
FB 106/E1/1 Churchwardens Accounts

. FB 106/E2/2 Specifications for repairs
FB 106/E7/1 Facility for Chancel Repairs
FB 106/E7/4 Faculty for electric light
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Society 1973.

G.P. "St Lawrence Church, Ipswich (Church Guide 1932).

RevdRaven "Ipswich Church Bells" Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute 1891

W. H. Richardson "Bacon's Annalls ofIpswich 1654", Ipswich 1884

RoyTricker "Ipswich Churches Ancient & Modem", Ipswich 1982

Felix Waltonarticles from East Anglian Daily Times c. 1923. See Antiquarian papers Farrar
Collection ref. HD78:2671.

John Weever "Antient FuneralMonuments of Great Britain, Ireland and the Islands Adjacent
with Dissolved Monasteries" London 1767

John Wodderspoon "MemorialsofIpswich", Ipswich 1850

AMB, December 2002
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Appendix 1

Part 2: Church Monuments

by Anthony Breen

Introduction

The monuments in St Lawrence's have been.set up to memorialise the dead. In most cases, those
named on the monuments have been interred either within the church itself or within the
churchyard. After 1855, in common with other churches in Ipswich, all burials within the church
or churchyard ceased by order of the Privy Council, published in the London Gazette. Such
orders did not extinguish the right of burial in a private vaults. Burials within private vaults could
be closed by an order issued by the Public Health Inspector, a post established under the Public
Health Act of 1848. Under English law tombstones remain the property of the heirs of the
deceased, though there are provisions for the removal of such monuments.

In 1876, plans were laid before the Consistory Court of the Diocese ofNorwich, the then
ecclesiastical authority, for the repositioning of some monuments in the church. The court
ordered that the heirs of the families should be contacted and that they should be given
reasonable opportunity to raise any objections. Of the seven families concerned, the heirs of only
one of them could be traced and they did not object to the repositioning of their monument. The
faculty then issued is the only one than has been traced to formally sanction the removal of
monuments. It is clear from antiquarian sources, that the floor of the church had formerly been
covered with monuments and that these were removed by the churchwardens without first
seeking a faculty. A number of early restoration and reordering of the church seem to have been
accomplished without formal faculty. The lack of formal recording of the removal ofmonuments
means that the observations of antiquarians are the principal source of information relating to the
monuments within the church.

Following closure of the burial ground, parishioners began to find other means of
commemorating their deceased relatives, in particular by the replacement of the glass within the
windows with stained glass. This practice began with the window erected by Frederick Fish at
the east end of the church in 1857 and continued into the twentieth century with the window
commemorating Walter Samuel Cowell. The efforts of members of the Ipswich Historic
Churches Trust have also been memorialised by monuments in the church. In general, the
majority of the monuments predate the closure of the burial ground.

The surviving monuments represent only a small portion of those formally buried within the
church. Intramural burials, predate the earliest parish registers. The earliest antiquarian notes,
those published by Weever in 1631, clearly show that monuments had been defaced or had been
covered by church furnishings such as pews.

Method

In preparing these notes, photographs of the surviving wall monuments have been taken (Plates 1
- 19) and their present positions marked on a plan of the church made in 1877. The original plan
can be found amongst the diocesan records held at the Norfolk Record Office, (ref. DN/CON
144). The plan shows the locations of certain monuments before their repositioning. Parts of the
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chancel are still covered with furniture and it is possible that there are further complete or
fragmentary monuments beneath.

In consideration of the possibility that it has not been possible to photograph all the monuments,
the inscriptions as they appear in the antiquarian notes of David Elisha Davy have been
transcribed for this report.

The churchwardens accounts for the period 1687 - 1723 (ref. FB 106/El/l) have also been
considered as these record frequent references to burials within the church. The details are set

, out in separate table at the end of this report. Unfortunately accounts for the period 1784 - 1845,
though they have survived are in a fragile condition and are not available for research.

Importance

Three of the town's former Members ofParliament are buried in the church, though this fact is
not recorded on the surviving monuments. Most of those named on the monuments are of local
·importance, many being former Portmen of the borough. The position of portman was abolished
by the Municipal Corporation Act of 1835. Some monuments are to significant benefactors of
the parish charities. '

The Sparrow family who formerly lived in the Ancient House on the Buttermarket. The building
is also known as Sparrow House. John Sparrow was Ipswich's MP in the mid eighteenth century.
TheCowell family were noted local printers, and their contribution to the history of printing can
be 'considered of national importance.

The names on the monuments have been checked against entries in the "Dictionary ofNational
Biography" and only one monument, that of Edmund Marshman can be considered of possible

·national importance. The dictionaryhas entries for both his father and grandfather both named
on the monument.

Antiquarians

The fullest account of the inscriptions are those collected by David Davy, available on microfilm
at the record office in Ipswich. His diary for the period 1823 - 1844 has been published (see
Blatchly), in which he records ofhis visit to the church in 1833, "1 found here however much .
alteration since my last visit, particularly in the churchyard, which being much used by the
inhabitants around it, the stones & inscriptions are much worn and defaced". In his notes, he
mentions seeing monuments that had formally been in the church and these had been removed by
the churchwardens.

Davy collected the inscriptions from the monuments and drew illustrations of all the coats of
arms in 1811. He added to his notes at later dates. The order of his notes has been followed here.
Though he did collect the inscriptions from monuments in the churchyard, these have been
omitted. Davy was able to extract further details from the works by Weever, Blois, Pickering and

· Canning. Only those notes prepared by Weever and Blois are available in Ipswich. Pickering
who worked in around 1744 has not been identified. Richard Canning whose notes are extracts
from the parish register was a curate of the parish from 1734 to 1775. Davy also extracted details
from the parish registers, these have not been copied for this report. Clarke and Wodderspoon's
published histories of Ipswich are not as complete.
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Inscriptions

The earliest records of the inscriptions are those noted by Weever before 1631 who writes that
"Upon the removal of a pew ... an ancient monument came to light namely the monument of the
founder". This monument was also mentioned by William Bloise ( 1600 - 1673) as "a stone for
John Bottold 1431". Bloise also made notes of four shields then inserted into the glass of the
windows. Two ofthese are not identified by him the others were for Daundy and Sparrow. He
noted stones for William Sparrow portman 1615, George Sparrow grocer of London 1590,
Thomas Blosse, portman 1590, William CHat portman 1631, the wife of Bezalee1 Shennan 1614,
described as "ye daughter ofCoppyn". This Shennan owned a property adjoining the
churchyard and fronting the Buttennarket. Other inscriptions included "the daughter ofGilberd
esq wife ofJohn Dawndy gent by whom he had issue Alice first married to Royle then to John
Gilbert esq Ao 1590". The inscription on is monument was given in full by Wodderspoon as
'Here lies ye body of Margery daughter ofWilliam Gilbert, Esq who was first married to John
Daundy gent. by whom she had issued one daughter Alice, late wife of George Royleand after
married to John Drury, Esq". He further gives the position of the monument as "Upon the
threshold of the vestry door" though it was no longer visible in his day. Blois recorded a small
monument to John More portman oflpswich about 1585. More's monument was later recorded
by Davy only on his second visit to the church in 1825. The stone was "on the south side under
the stairs to the organ loft and above it is a shield ofbrass with these Arms A fesse between three
mullets", Blois mentioned "A stone raisedfor Edmund Daundy portman, ob 1515, An his wife of
Bacon Blackenham, ye issue ofRobert Daundy portman". According to Clarke, Edmund Daundy
was one of "the representatives of the borough and one of the most respectable men of the
town". It was he who "founded a chauntry in this church, for a secular priest to officiate at the
altar of St Thomas, in behalf of himself and his relations,.; among whom he reckoned Thomas
Wolsey, then Dean of Lincoln". Wooderspoon mentioned "on the north door of the church
appears an inscription carved in stone, which has been read as follows 'Orate pro animabus
Willmi Faden (Sabine?) et Joane uxoris ejus". He adds that ''the name Sabine occurs among the
burials A. D. 1570. The family ofSabine were large benefactors to the church ofSt Mary Key".

Some of Davy's inscription are incomplete either because the stones were worn or they were
covered in part by pews or the font. Davy begins with the monuments in the chancel numbered 1
to 21, of these numbers 11, 14 and 18 had no inscription and numbers 6, 12, 14, 15 and 17 were
incomplete. Of the inscriptions in the nave 22 to 41, the numbers 30, 32 and 37 had no
inscription, 40 was incomplete.

In the chancel.

1. Against the South Wall on a half moon placed against an oval of streaked marble (Plate 16)

Consecrated
by the most tender veneration

to those virtues which adorn & dignify
the character ofa woman: to the duty

ofprotecting the tombs of the departed
This stone

marks the burial place of
Louisia the wife of Charles Squire

whose remains were deposited
in a vault beneath

she died
apon the 22 d day of July

1780
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According to the faculty papers this monument was to be placed close to the south door of the
nave. It is however close to its original position.

2. Against the north wall, on a small oval tablet of marble, in a wreath (Plate 12)

, Here·
underneath lye ye Bodys ofEliz

abeth ye wife of Samuel Layton of London
·Gent. daughter of Henry Whiting sometime

Bailiffof this towne & Mary his wife, & Anne ye
daughter of ye said Saml & Eliz & departed

this life ye 10th ofOcber & Eliz (who after 10 months
married died in childbed) ye 14th of ye same month anno

Domi 1685

This is followed by a verse. According to the faculty papers, this monument was positioned
above the south door of the chancel, and has been moved to it's present position slightly to the
east of the south door of the nave,

3. Against the same wall towards the west a handsome monument of white streaked marble 
(Plate 3)

Sacred to the Memory of
Edward Clark Parish Esqr
late of-London Merchant

who in Public life
Was Esteemed for his Inviolate Integrity

in Private an Example
of Conjugal Affection and Parental Tenderness

His Religion was free from Bigotry
His Charity Liberal without Ostentation

His Friendship without Disguise 
Zealous & Hearty

In vindicating the Accus'd & revealing the Distressed
.In his Manners Gentle

In Conversation Chearfull
In His Dealings Sincere

and
That his Virtues might receive their full lustre

They were put to the Test
ofa Long & severe Affliction·

which he bore with the sensibility of-a man
and the Fortitude of a

Christian
who died at Walthamstow in Essex

3 d January 1764 Aged 60
Also Elisabeth Parish

Wife of the above
Edward Clark Parish Esqr

who died the 11th ofJanuary 1776
aged 68

Clarke added that there was an inscription to "also his daughter Anna Parish, and several others
of the family". His arms below without colours "Parish, 3 Unicorns heads erased, - impaling
Parish crest on a wreath an unicorn's head erased. See.Davy's illustration top left hand corner of
the page. According to the faculty papers, this monument has been moved to it's present
position.
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4. On the same wall westward, a smaller monument of stone & on a tablet of blackmarble (Plate
5)

Under the gravestone of
William Clyatt Portman resteth

the body of John Clyatt of Butley
Abbey Gent. who married Elisabeth

the eldest daughter of the Honourable
Waiter Devereux Esqr by whom
he had one son named Leicester

where they also lye buried
He departed this life October

the 10 1691 -
This monument was erected by
order ofConstance Clyatt sister

to ye said John Clyatt

Arms. See Davy's illustration, in the middle of the top row. The arms represent Clyatt and
Devereux. According to the faculty papers, this monument was repositioned.

5. Against the same wall, westward, a large monument of marble (Plate 13)

In this chancellyeth intered John Pemberton late of this
Parish Gent. son of John Pemberton Gent. and Susan

his wife daughter of - Keen Gent. who were also
interr'ed in this chancel with their five daughters, Mary,
Susan, Jane & Anne died unmarried and Bridgitt wife

of George Vynne attorney at Law
The said John Pemberton by his last will dated the

twenty third day of March Anno Dom. 1718, gave the
Impropriate Rectory ofPet istree, Wickham & Burg for ever

to the following charitable uses, Twenty five Pounds p.
annto the widows & orphans of clergymen of ye church

ofEngland inhabiting in this country within 15 miles
of this town & the remainder to the use of the charity
schools ofGrey Coat Boys & Blue Coat Girls in this

town, and (after the decease .of some persons to whom he
bequeathed annuities) he appropriated the interest of his

personal estate not otherwise disposed of by his will, until
an estate in land can be purchased & the revenue of such

estate in land afterwards towards the relief and
payments of the debts ofpoor Prisoners in any Gaol in

this county provided they were natives
of the same according to the direction

of the trustees appointed for
this purpose

Arms above Pemberton Arg. a cheo between 3 buckets sa, bails & hoops on crest on a wreath, A
boar's head corfed erect gus, etc. On Davy's illustration this is shown at the top right side of the
page.

According to the faculty papers, this monument formerly in the nave.

6. On the south side of the communion rails

Solus Christi
Milit

Solus Salus
Thomas Las ...
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SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501. St Lawrence'sChurch,Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

Expiriavit
XVII Augus

Saluti..
Ann

Aetatis
Johes Last

filius Thorn ..
Posuit

Observanti
et

Amoris eius

One of the incomplete inscriptions.

7. Below the rails on the south side upon a brass plate and according to Clarke "near the
communion table".

Here lieth Steven
Copping, the Sonne of
George Copping, whoe

departed this life
the last daie of

August
Ano
1602

On the sides of the inscription, towards the bottom were the two shields shown in Davy's
illustrations in the second row left and centre. The central shield is that of the Fishmonger's
Company.

8. On the north side of the last

Here resteth the body of
Laurence Stisted, Gent who dyed

Jun 4 1675 aged 70 years
and of

Anna his daughter wife ofEdward
Reynolds portman who dyed July

31 1674 aged 26 yrs

9. On the North side of the last

Here lyeth ye body of
Anna Parish daughter of

Edwd Clark of Stratfd Suff
Gent and wife of Saml Parish
of this town Gent by whom
he had 3 sons Edwd Clark

Saml and Robt. She departed
this life the 27th of July

Anna Dom. 1712 aetat ...
Here also lieth the Body of

Samuel Parish
Husband of ye above departed

this life July ye 12 17..
aged 55 years

E. C. Parish Esqr
Merchant

died 3rd Jany 1764
aged 60
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SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. lAS 2501.St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

10. At the head of the last

Here resteth the body of
Margaret Blomfield
the only daughter of
John Blomfield Gent
and Margare his wife
who departed this life
December the 22 1703
in the 18 year of her age
Here resteth the Body of

Stephen Blomfield Gent, the
eldest son of John Blomfield
Gent, and Margaret his wife

who departed this life
May the 23 1707 in the 7

year ofhis age

The arms of "Blomfield" are depicted by Davy at the end of the second row.

11. On the south side of the last lies an old stone with much carving, & which had an inscription,
now illegible.

12. On the south side of this last, a large stone, with the following circumscription cut in it.

Here resteth the Body (head)
ofWilliam Clyatt Bayliff of this To- (North Side)

-wn who dyed Dece (feet)
the 6. 1629 a yeare of much sudden death ( south side)

Within this is an inscription part of which is become ille~ible

...... Clyatt ....
, Clyatt

He hath dispensed, he hath
Given to the Poor his right
iousness endureth for- me

Psalm CXII v. 9
Here resteth also the body of

Constance ye wife of Willm Clyatt
who deceased Aug 22

1660

13. At the head ofNo. 11

Here resteth the Bodyes
of

Thomas Ives Gent who
Dyed May 3 1662

and Beatrix his wife 
who dyed Decem 16

1631

The arms are illustrated by Davy on the third row left hand side.
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SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501. St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

14. On the south side of the last lies a stone with an inscription but it is almost entirely covered
by the pews.

15. On the North side ofNo 13 is another of which all that is visible as follows

Here... John (Blomfield Gent), who (died), Nov ... (17. 1694), the 4 ... Also (2 sons) John who, James ...., ag ....

Davy added further notes at a later date which appear here in brackets.

16. On the North side of the last, & in.the passage leading to the Vestry lies a small stone, which
had 2 brass figures upon it & an inscription cut in the stone, which is nearly obliterated. In 1843
he completed the inscription

Here lieth buried the Body
of Edward Dandy sometimes Portman

of the Town ofIpswich &c who bequeathed one Hundred of wood &c
yearly (imperfect) to the maintenance whereofhe left lands in Holbrook to the Bailiffs ofIpswich& their successors

for ever .

. 17. At the vestry door lies a stone partly covered by the pews on which an inscription is visible,
but the two following shields are at the top ... Gilbert and Dandy. See the illustration at the end
of the third row, centre and right hand side.

In 1825 he added part of the inscription as "here lyeth the body ofMargaret the daughter".
According to notes he made from the parish register, this was "this stone covers the remains of
Margaret, the daughter of William Gilberd". Wodderspoon gives the full inscription in his work
which has been described above.

18. At the head of No 13 a very old stone which had in brass, the form of a man (a knight) under
a canopy, with finials, round the edge, an inscription & at the top 2 shields likewise in brass but
now lost.

By 1825, Davy remarked that the stone was so "worn away in places that the form of the man
can scarily be made out".

19. On the south side of the last, now half covered by the pews. In 1811 he could only read the
name on the tomb, by 1843 he was able to supply a full inscription

Thomas Burrough, Gent buried 16th of October 1665. Also the body of Anna Stisted wife of
Lawrence Stisted Gent the relict of Thos Burroughs above mentioned who was buryed the 12th
ofMay 1668.

20. On the north side ofNo 18 lies a large stone with the feet to the south nearly covered all that
remains of the inscription is the date 1579 & at the left hand corner there are arms 3 eagles
displayed. See Davy's illustrations bottom row left.

21. At the head ofNo 18 on a large stone

Here lyeth for a blessed
Resurrection the Body of
Mr John Burroughs late

Portman of this town
who departed July the 26
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In the year ofour lord 1695
. his age 68

and the Body of Jane wife
of the above named John

who departed February the 16th
In the year ofour Lord 1689

her age 60
Here also resteth the body of

Jane Burroughs granddaughter
of the above named John, who

departed this life the 9th of July
1709 aged 10 years.

In the Nave

22. Against the East wall, on the south side, on a handsome mural monument of marble (Plate 8).

Sacred
to the memory of John Sparrowe Esqr

Many years a worthy magistrate
ofthis Town & County

His great vigilance & impartiality,
His singular candour & humanity

In the discharge ofhis weighty office
Justly procured him ye honour & esteem ofye pub lick

Nor was he less beloved for those social virtues
which adorned his private character
a tender & most obliging Husband

a warm & beneficent friend
a genteel & easy companion

of a most benevolent & charitable disposition
He died the 24th of December 1762, aged 73

Much lamented by all his friends
& regretted by the publick

Also
To the MemoryofMrs Elisabeth Sparrowe

the beloved Relict
of the above John Sparrowe esqr

She was truly respected & lamented by her friends
she died the 16th ofJuly 1781 aged 71

near this place were deposited the remains
ofMrs Anne Sparrowe aunt of JohnSparrowe Esqr

she died the 30th December 1752
aged 99

Arms and crest are depicted by Davy bottom row centre. John Sparrowe was the MP for Ipswich.

23. Against the south wall between the 2nd and 3rd windows, on a neat mural monument of
marble (Plate 11).

Near this place is intered ye Body
ofEdwd Colman Gent

seven times Bailiff of this Corporation
who by his own industry acquired

an east fortune with ye greatest integrity
a due Reverence for his superious

and tender care for every one in distress
rendered him respected & beloved by all

He died the 8th ofMay 1738
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SCCASRpt.No.2002/l37. IAS2501. St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

Aged 71
He left only one son by Elizth ye daughter of

Richard Philips Esqr who to his memory
erected this monument

Arms Colman and Philips are those shown on the bottom row of Davy's illustrations centre and
right hand side. This monument is described by Clarke as "Against the south wall, in the middle
of the church, is a white marble monument, many times bailiff of Ipswich, and a considerable
benefactor to this parish. And directly opposite, against the south wall, is a marble pillar
monument to Elizabeth his wife: through whose instigation, it is stated that he left certain sums

. to benevolent purposes" (See 24).

24. Against the North wall, opposite the last is a mural monument consisting of a broad base,
upon which stands, a Pillar of ionic order, on the top of which is a shield of arms, Colman
impaling Philips as before. Crest on a wreath. (Plate 4). See also 33.

On the base there was the following inscription,

Bear hereunto are inter'd ye remains ofElizabeth, daughter ofRd Philip Esqr
& wife of Francis Colman Gent who to her dear memory erected this pillar

& to fulfill her charitable intention gave to St Lawrence Parish eight pounds two
shillings a year for ever £ 5 2 s for two dozen of bread for ye poor on every Lord's

Day after Sermon, & £3 to be yearly laid out for 20 shirts & shifts & distributed
on new year's day by ye direction ofye minister for ye time being for ye use &
benefit of ye working Poor ofye parish, who receive no weekly maintenance
There are also inter'd ye Bodies of Elizabeth, a former wife of.ye said Francis

their three, children Elizabeth, Francisand Christopher
For securing ye above yearly sume of eight pounds & two shillings
the lands in St Helen's Parish rented to ye town ofIpswich by lease

for 1000 years (& from whence they have their water) istyed
for payment thereof.

25. Against the west end & on the North side of the door into the Steeple, on a small oval tablet
of white marble (Plate 2)

Here Sleepeth
Till her Redeemer

cometh the Body of
Elizabeth late wife of

Peter Fisher of this Parish mere.
(second daughter of Robt

Snellinge of this town Gent.)
By whom he had issue 5 son
nes & 8 daughters 5 whereof

sleep heer by her She
rested in the Lord Aug

ust 19th 1653

26. On the same wall a plain rectangular tablet of white marble (Plate 1)

Sacred
to the memory of

Battina Punchard late ofLackford
in this County

who departed this life
the 15th day of August 1783

in the 70th year of her age
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Also
to the memory of

Charles Punchard their son
who departed this life

the 14th day of Augt 1789
in the 46th year ofhis life

age

27. At the East end of the nave in the floor & at the head ofNo 21

Here lieth interr'd the Body of
Jane Bucke wife of

Mr John Bucke Surgeon
of this town

and youngest daughter of
the Revd Tho Cooke

of Semer in this County
she departed this life

August 16 1784
aged 24

28 At the head of the last

Assa Roberti Sparowe
Qui fuit fil' Gulmi
nuper Gubeinaculo

Hujus villae incubuit
Occubit Anno (Aetatis 70 J

(Domi 1642
Johannes Sparowe Roberti

Filius & censu parentali
Decessor 6 Ob. Feb. 28

Aetat aeo

29. On the south side of the last on a brass plate partly covered by a pew

Here lyeth buryed the body of
William Sparowe who having bene
one of ye Portmenofthis towne of

Ipswich, departed this life the
sixth of March Anno Dmi 1614

Aetatis suae 70

At each corner was probably a brass shield of arms, that at the upperdexter corner covered, &
that at the lower sinster gone: the other two have the arms of Sparowe. On this stone is cut the

, following inscription.
.......4 aetatis suae 30

........Gulielmus Sparow

.........bilis hujus Oppidi
.......us fil' Robt sepult in

........Maria ad Turrim
..........a uxor ejus quae

......nium fere vixit
........anno 1689

Below the plates
....avulso

Robertus Sparowe Gulielmi
......us oppi Portmanus
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SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501. St Lawrence'sChurch,Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

et Ballionis Obt Feb 18
1698 aetat, 71

In Davy's notes of 1811 the inscription was incomplete. On his later visit in 1843 he added an
additional text was recorded as '

"Ao 1641 Subdormit Guli Sparowe filiobus Guli Sparowe fil. Roberti fil Gulielmi, Delitia et Magna spes parentum,
Gulielmus Sparowe ura cum Maria conjuge, Ille obiit 1649, Ill, 1631. Robertus Sparowe, Gulielmus filius hujus
Oppidi, Portmanus & Ballionis on Feb 18, 1698 aet 71. Richd Sparowe, Gent & Judith his wife 1692, Anne, wife of
Richd Wastell, great grand daughter ofMrs Anne Sparowe &c died 19th Feby 1717.

30. On the south side of the last, a stone nearly covered.

31. On the south side of the last, an old stone, & ona brass plate

Here Lyeth the Body of George Sparowe
late a Citizen and Grocer of London
second son of William Sparowe one

of the Portmen ofIpswich who
departed out of this life, the XI day

of December 1599

According to Clarke, this monument was "In a narrow passage nearly opposite the pulpit, on a
brass plate".

Davy added "On a black piece of marble let into this stone is engraved "Nidus Passerum".
Above this are the remains of an inscription, cut in the stone all that is not covered by the pews is

Gul. secundus .....
24 die nov

"Nidus Passerum" is a Latin pun, meaning Sparrows nest.

32. At the head of No 28 just beneath the pulpit, lies a reddish stone which had an inscription
upon it, but it is now worn out.

, 33. At the head of No 32.
The Burial Place

of Francis Colman Gent
and his family

A.D.1738

For the wall monuments see 23 and 24.

34. At the head of No. 23

Underneath lieth the Body
of Thomas Burwell Gent

who departed this life
Janry 10th 1784 aged 78
He was son of Thomas
and Thomasine Burwell

whose remains were formerly
deposited near this place
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35. Westward of the last

In memory of
Mr John Leggatt

who departed this life
the 4th day of April 1786

aged 65 years
Also of Sarah his wife
who departed this life
the ·19th of April 1795

36. On a small stone, more westward

In Memory of
Mary the wife of
Daniel Bamford

who died
the 28th of August 17..

aged 48

37. West of the last, & not far from the west end, lies a large black slab, the dimensions of which
are 10 ft 4 in by 5 ft 7 in.

38, On a small stone at the head of the last & close by the west end

JDod
ob. 30 Aug. 1761

aged 43

39. Towards the south side & near the west end. Described by Clarke as "under the gallery
stairs".

In memory of
Johannes Baptista Uytrecht,

M. D., and oculist:
who diedJan 18, 1787

aged 63.
It was his greatest pleasure
to relieve the afflicted poor;
which he always did gratis.

40. On the north side near the west end, a stone on part ofwhich stands the font.

Richard Sparowe Gent
Sometime Portman and

Bailiff ...
ob ...

The rest was hidden.

41. North of the font & near the north wall.

In memory of
Anne the wife of
William Trulove

who died 1st Jan. 1747
aged 34 years

and
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SCCAS Rpt.No.2002/137. IAS 2501. St Lawrence's Church, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

Wm Trulove
who died 20 June 1766

aged 72

Clarke gave the position of this monument as "at the entrance of the church, under the steeple, on
a flat stone "Wm. Truelove died 20th June 1766, aged 72, He was five times bailiff of Ipswich".
He added that another William Truelove who had died on 25 August 1798 was buried "in the
vault, but without any inscription. He was four times bailiff; and was one of the original founders
of the Blue Bank".

42. This monument was only recorded by Davy in 1825 as "on the south side under the stairs to
the organ loft lies a stone which had an inscription". "This was in memory of John More
Portman of Ipswich and above it, a shield of brass with these arms A fesse between three
mullets". John More was also one of the MPs buried in the church.

It was reported in the "EastAnglian Daily Times" on 5th February 1982 (Appendix 1), that this
"irreplaceable" monument had been stolen from the church. A restored plaque made in glass
fibre was installed in 1989 (plate 17), "in memory of Reginald Thomas alley, Honorary
custodian of the churches in the care ofIpswich Historic Churches Trust from 1985 to 1987"
(Appendix 2).

43. This monument was recorded by Davy on his second visit to the church in 1825. It was
positioned "against the south wall under the stairs to the gallery" (Plate ·19).

To the Memory
of

Mrs Mary Clerk
wife of Thomas Clerk M. D.

and daughter of
John Firmin, Gentleman
Formerly of this Town

who died 26th December 1798 aged 52
And also

of Richard Firmin Esqr
only son ofthe said

John Firmin
who died 15th November 1805

aged 62

44. This was again recorded only in 1825 "On the south wall, near the East end". The inscription
for Alicia was added to Davy's notes in 1843 (plate 9).

Sacred to the Memory
of

Mr John Sparrow
many years an Inhabitant of this Parish

who died July 6th 1821
in the 67th year of his age

Universally Respected.
Also of

Alicia the wife of the above John Sparrow
and only daughter of the Revd Wm Wilson
Vicar of Ashbourn in the County of Derby

She died 14 February 1839 aged 85
Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall

. see God.
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The lower monument erected after the completion of Davy'S notes is clear enough from the
photograph. It is important as it commemorates the last member of the Sparrow family to be
buried in the church.

In Davy's notes taken in 1834 concemed the monuments in the churchyard. These included a
monument to John Revert who had died in 1709 and Mary Scort "relict of the above said John
Revert" and also John Baker woollen draper who had died in 1730. He was told by the clerk of
the parish that it "was formerly in the church". To the east side of this monument, there was a
"bluish marble slab, which had an inscription ... nearly obliterated. This had been turned out of
the church about 11 years ago, Mrs Stisted lies buried under it".

Clarke in his history of Ipswich published in 1830 also made notes on the inscriptions that he
was able to read. Apart from those already mentioned he notes "Here lieth, for a blessed
resurrection, the body ofMr John Burrough, late portman of this town: who died July 26, 1695,
aged 68. Also his wife and grand-daughter",

Also a monument to Samuel Thomdike six times bailiff of Ipswich. The vaulted tomb was "on
the north side of the church-yard" and he states that "many members of Thomdike, Frewer and
Mayhew families are buried in this vault". The tomb inscriptions are recorded by Davy.

Later Monuments

The monument to Simon Baker was erected after the death of Simon Baker their son and was
therefore omirted from Davy's inscriptions (Plate 7). The inscription. is recorded in the faculty
papers as "In memory of Simon Baker died April 25th 1804 Elizabeth his wife died March 15th
1792 & Simon their only son died June 3rd 1845", Clearly this has been abbreviated from the
original text. The monument is close to it's original position.

Both Clarke and Davy recorded the Thomdike tomb in the churchyard just outside the north door
of the nave. There is another to James Thomdike was set up in the church after his death in 1853
(Plate 6).

It is difficult to understand why the monument to Edmund Marshman is in this church (Plate 10).
Dr Joshua Marshman (1768 - 1837) and his son Thomas Clark Marshman (1794 - 1877) were
Baptist missionaries in India: Their mission at Serampore had been established in territories
owned by the King of Denmark, which later passed to the East India Company. Both were
prolific writers, translators and publishers. Some of their works were however considered to be
offensive to the religious beliefs of the native population. John Clark Marshman later returned to
England and stood for Parliament for Ipswich in 1857 but failed to obtain a seat. Though his
"History of India" was published in 1862, he failed to obtain full recognition for his work in
India. He died in London. His sister Hannah had married Henry Havelock later famous as the
commander of the column sent in relieve the sieges at Cawnpore and Lucknow. Havelock is
commemorated in a statue in Trafalgar Square.

In 1878 the new organ chamber was opened "a handsome brass memorial plate recording the
building of the chamber and its object" was placed in the north wall of the chancel. The plate
was a memorial to the late Revd John Cobbold Aldrich M A, Unfortunately the minute book (ref.
FBI06/A2/4) does not record the full inscription (Plate 14). Aldrich was the curate ofSt
Lawrence's from 1830 to 1874.
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SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501. St Lawrence'sChurch,Ipswich(archaeologicalassessment)

Walter Samuel Cowell was a grandson of the Baptist minister of Stoke Green Baptist church. His
grandfather had purchased a firm ofprinters in 1818 which passed to the management ofhis son
Samuel Harrison Cowell, who was twice mayor ofIpswich in 1852 and 1864. Walter Samuel
Cowell took over this part of the family business from his father, though he appointed a manager

. .

in 1866. In 1900 the firm W S Cowell became a public company and remained in Ipswich until
1988. Though Waiter served on the council, he was never mayor unlike his father and uncle
Charles Henry Cowell, mayor in 1877. Waiter Samuel Cowell died in 1925 at The Poplars,
Henley Road, Ipswich a house he had shared with his brother. He never married. The window
above this monument was paid "for my him (plate 15).

Second Lieutenant Valentine Edward Beard (Plate 18), 9th Battalion, King's Own (Royal
Lancaster Regiment) killed in action at Salonica on Saturday 24 November 1917 aged 20. He is
buried at Karasouli Military Cemetery, Greece and his grave is under the care of the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission (Appendix 3). His parents Edward and Patty Beard
lived at 298 Norwich Road, Ipswich. In recent years a National Inventory of War Memorials has
been prepared by the Imperial War Museum, Lambeth Road, London SEl 6HZ. There is also a

.registered charity Friends of War Memorials, 4 Lower Belgrave Street, London,SWl W OLA.

The plaque detailing Elizabeth Waiter's Charity was set up by the Churches Trust.

AMB, January 2003
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Payments of Burials within the church.

Churchwardens Account Book FB 1061El/1

These payments record intramural burials between 1687 - 1723. As the churchwardens were
elected each year the amount of details recorded in their accounts varies. The payment of 10
shillings was for burials within the chancel and 6 shillings and 8 pence for burial in the nave or
as it is commonly called the church. The names ofmost of those who have been buried in the
church were inscribed on monuments, though not all have survived. The registers of burials for
this parish begin 1547.
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Mr John Blomfield
Mr Sparrow
ForMr Jones
For Mr Renolds
For Mrs Jones
MrWhiting
Mrs Nicols
Mrs Nicols for the same
Mr Stisted
MrJeffrey
Mr Sparrow
Mr Pemberton
Mr Colman's Wife
Mr Harne for his child
Mr Kene's wife
Mr Kene' s son
Mr Colman's child
For my son Joseph Veron
For Mr Mayle
For Mr John Reve
Mr Stysted
Mr Colman's son
MrsBendy
Edward Veron
Mrs Blomfield
Mrs Reve for her mother
Mr Smith at Chester for a person that dyed there
Mr Henry Hill
Mr Burroughs ground in chancel
Mr Marlow ground in chancel
MrReynold
Mr Stisted
Mr Sargeant .
Mr Reves' child
Mr Parish's wife :
Madam Clyatt
Mrs Grymwoods Daughter
Mrs Sparrowe
Mrs Pemberton
MrMarlow

1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
1687 - 1688
6 October 1697
13 October 1697
22 November 1697
1697 - 1698
1697 -1698
1699 -1700
June 1701
July 1701
March 1701/02
20 May 1706
4 January 1706/07
22 January 1706/07
1707 -1708
20 May 1708
26 August 1708
1708- 1709
1709-1710
1709-1710
24 April 1711
11 October 1711
7 November 1711
14 January 1711/12
30 July 1712
9 September 1712
1713 -1714
1713 -1714
1714-1715
1714-1715
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There are further payments of 13s "for mending the.ground broake up in the church and chancel
several times" in the accounts for 1685 - 86. In 1689'- 1690 there is an entry for five graves in
the chancel at lOs, though no names are given and the following year "Paid for making up 4
graves in ye chancellthree and one in the churchyard 9s". Paynients of Is 6d, 2s, and 3s 6d for
paving graves in 1693 - 1694. In 1698 - 99 "for laying a stone over Caplin Sparrow 2s 6d", and
"for making good ye ground in ye chancel 2s6d". In 1701 for making good ye ground for Mr
Mayle 2s 6d, in July for Mrs Reve 2s 6d, and on 23rd March 1701/02 for Mr Stysted 2s 6d. In
1713 there is a payment for "making good Mrs Grymwoods and Mrs Sparrow's grave 5s". '
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Fig. 1 St. Lawrence Church and its churchyard as represented by Speed 1610, Ogilby 1674, Pennington 1776
White 1867 and 1st edition 0.8 (1883) - Not to scale
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Fig. 2 Groundplanof church, dated April 27th 1833 (David Davy)





---------------------Fig. 3 South Prospect, John Ogilby, 1674
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Fig. 4 SouthProspect, Isaac Johnson, c. 1818
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Fig. 6 St. Lawrence ChurchTower,Fitch Collection I
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Fig. 7 St. Lawrence Church Tower, from Tavern Street, Fitch

Collection
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Fig. 8 81. Lawrence Church, west end, Fitch Collection
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Fig. 9 Plan of subterranean chapel below 32-34 Tavern Street, Waiter
Hagreen, 1846, Fitch Collection
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Fig. 10 Plan of subterranean chapel below 32-34 Tavern Street, WaIter
Hagreen, 1846, Fitch Collection .
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Fig. 11 Elevation of subterranean chapel, Walter Hagreen, 1846, Fitch

Collection
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Fig. 13 View of subterranean chapel, Fitch Collection
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Fig. 14 View of subterranean Chapel, Fitch Collection I
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Plate 1. Monument 26



Plate 2. Monument 25
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Plate 3. Monument 3



Plate 4. Monument 24
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Plate 5. Monument 4



Plate 6. Later Thomdike monuments
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Plate 7. Baker monument (top), Elizabeth Walker's Charity plaque (bottom)



Plate 8. Monument 22
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Plate ':J. Monument 44



Plate 10. Marshman monument
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Plate 11. Monument 23



Plate 12. Monument 2
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Plate 13. Monument 5



Plate 14. Rev'd Aldrich monument
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Plate 15. Cowell monument



Plate 16. Monument 1
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Pl~te 17. Monument 42



Plate 18. Lt. Beard monument
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Plate 19. Monument 43
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SOURCE AND DATE
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5. 2... i<182'

Church relics
,:.,tnissing

lJj s wic ,11, JJ i:s tor .ic
Churches Trust is ()F1critign
flOO for Information lead',
ingto recovervof 'IWO." ir,
replaceable", Tudor
brasscs stolen fruJnSr.
Lawrence's Church. '

The brasses from the
tomb of Elizabethan
alderrna n John" Moor-con
sist .of a'shieldm(;ustliring
six b:v five ·inches ·.and'an
in'>crif,t1on measuring 14 by
two inches,

I'r US\ et: D'r , l(fh 11

13 latchley , said ,last night,
that when he.had last. seen
1he btasse~bcforc Christ
mas, they had beensoIoo-.c
that one had come away in
his hand,

,----'-'-

. SOURCE ANO OAre

STAR':' 7.4.89

SUBJECT

Appendix 1

I SUBJECT

IfSWICH - St. Lawrence's Church

Appendix 2

Present at the ceremony were Mr. Olley"s
widow Mrs. Matgaret Olley; historian and
-headrnaster of Ipswich School, Dr. John
Blatchley and Mr. Peter Underwood, mem
ber of the Ipswich Historic Church Trust
management committee.
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Historic church has
wall plaque restored

Mrs. Margaret Olleywith the plaque in St. Lawrence's Church Ipswich ,which has
be~n. restored in memory of her husband, Reg Olley.. '.' ,

AN HISTORIC Ipswich church has just The restored plaque which was installed in '
been given back one of its former ancient the 15th century thur~h wall in an informal
wall plaques in a new, restored state; ceremony, was replaced in the memory of

SI. Lawrence's Church in the,£e!!tre_.oi,the ,s,ll[VeYor of Ipswich historic churches Mr.
townWas'-ihe'sceneof aiiiei'i'nearly ten years Reg Olley who died in 1987.
ago and a pan of one of the wall plaques was
taken.

The original pieces were never recovered
but modern techniques took over and a
replica was made in glass fibre from rubbings
which has previously been taken from the
plaque.
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Appendix 3

In Memory of

VALENTINE EDWARD BEARD

Second Lieutenant
9th Bn., King's Own (Royal Lancaster Regt.)

who died on
Saturday 24 November 1917 . Age 20.
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Additional Information:

cemetery:

Grave or Reference Panel
Number:

Location:

Historical Information:

Son of Edward and Patty Beard, of 298, Norwich Rd.,
Ipswich.

KARASOULI MILITARY CEMETERYGreece

E.1077.

The cemetery is near the town of Polikastron (formerly
Karasouli) Which lies some 56 kilometres from Thessalonika,
between the River Vardas and the south end of Lake Ardzan,
in the Department of Pellis. The cemetery is on the road to
Kalinova on the edge of the village, behind the football
stadium.

The cemetery was begun in September 1916 for the use of
casualty clearing stations on the Doiran front. At the
Armistice, it contained about 500 burials but was.greatly
increased When graves were brought in from the following
cemeteries: Hadzi Bari Mah Military Cemetery (moved April
1919) - used from 25 August to 17 September 1917
contained 61 burials, 46 of them men of the 10th Hampshires
and 2nd Gloucesters, who captured an enemy salient on 1
September. Caussica Military Cemetery (moved November
1920) - begun in February 1917 and at the Armistice
contained 62 burials from field ambulances. This cemetery
was itself enlargedWhen graves were brought in from
surrounding burial grounds in February 1919. Kalinova
Military Cemetery (moved December 1920) - used by field
ambulances from October 1917 to September 1918 and at
the Armistice contained 52 burials from field ambulances.
This cemetery was itself enlarged when graves were brought
in from surrounding burial grounds in February 1919. The
cemetery now contains 1,422 Commonwealth burials of the
First World War. .
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©2000-2002 The Commonwealth War Graves Commission. All Ri9hts Reserved.
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http://www.cwgc.org.uk/detailed.asp?casualty=622882 27/01103
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SCCAS Rpt.No,2002/137, IAS2501.St Lawrence's Church, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

Appendix 2

Field Evaluation Report
By Rhodri Gardner

Introduction to descriptive text

The Site has received two Sites and Monuments Reference numbers. As an Ipswich town centre
site, the church has been allocated an Ipswich Archaeological Survey number, IAS 2501. All
fmds and paper records have however have been referenced using the site's existing County
SMR reference number of IPS 198. All features and contexts have been assigned individual
Observable Phenomena (OP) numbers in a unique continuous numbering system. These are
referred to in this report, with the following conventions: numbers in parentheses (0000) denote
deposits or fills, numbers in squared parentheses [0000] denote cut features, while a number in a
box~ denotes astructure or part of a structure. The first time a feature appears in the text its
OP number is italicised.

All references to figures are for those that appear at the rear of the main text ofthe report (after
page 10)

4. Results

4.1 Field Evaluation (Internal)

For ease of explanation the central area is divided into two areas in this report (A and B, see Fig.
3), while the northern and southern aisle trenches are discussed separately (as areas C and D
respectively).

4.1.1 AreaA

The first coherent deposit encountered here was(0004), a layer some 0.10 - 0.25m thick
comprising a very dry and friable mid greyish brown silty loam with frequent CBM, mortar,
wood and clay pipe fragments as well as occasional animal and (disarticulated)' human bone
fragments. A small quantity of residually derived pottery was recovered, spanning a broad date
range (§ 5.2 and Table 6). This has beeninterpreted as made ground associated with levelling
and consolidation prior to the construction of the pew base.

This deposit sealed a sub-rectangular feature [0005] some 1.66m+ long (E-W) by 0.65m+ wide
(N-S) visible in the north-east corner of area A. This was filled with soft light brown silty loam
with moderate small/medium CBM and crushed mortar fragments (0006). This feature was not
excavated and has been interpreted as a grave. Surrounding [0005] a deposit of loose light
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SCCAS Rpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501. St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

brownish yellow crushed mortar pieces in a silt matrix (0007) was encountered. It was not
excavated so it remains unclear whether this represents the fill of an earlier feature cut by [0005]
or is another fill or lining to [0005]. .

Grave [0010] was recorded in the central northern part of area A and was partly obscured by a
large unadorned floor slab at the northern edge of the area (see figs. 6, 7). Upon partial
excavation it was found to be sub-rectangular in plan, measuring 1.00m+ long (E.,W) by 0.55m+
wide (N-S) and at least 0.58m deep. It was filled with very soft mid greyish brown silty loam
(0009) with moderate CBM fragments and occasional mortar flecks. Articulated human remains
were encountered 0.58m below the existing ground level and excavation ceased.

The central southern portion of area A was dominated by feature [0012]. This was 0.50m+ deep
and measured 2.50m+ long (E-W) by 1.60m wide (N-S) and had straight vertical sides. Partial
excavation revealed this to be the construction cut for sarcophagus 100131 which was only
partially observed before excavation ceased. It was constructed of red brick and capped with a
large sandstone slab. A notable feature was the presence of two simple brick arches laid on top
ofthe capping stone, presumably to strengthen and support the slab. Following the last closure of
the sarcophagus cut [0012] had been backfilled with a very friable dark grey silty loam (0011)
containing occasional disarticulated human bones, crushed CBM and clay pipe stem fragments.

All the incised features in area A were cut into deposit (0008), which is interpreted as a general
cemetery soil within the church's interior. This comprised compactdark grey slightly sandy silt
with-frequent small rounded flint pebbles and occasional animal bone fragments.

4.1.2 AreaB

All the features described here were sealed, as was the case with area A, by make-up deposit
(0004).

Against both the north and south aisle pathways areas of spread mortar (0017) were recorded.
These were irregularly shaped and up to 0.1Omthick, consisting of loose light yellowish grey
crushed mortar pieces in a mid brown sandy matrix. These various spreads in the central area of
the nave have been interpreted as further attempts to consolidate and level the ground prior to
construction of the pew base.

In area B feature [0015] was recorded parallel to the aisle pathways to the north and south. This
was not excavated but appeared to be filled with a similar crushed CBM/silt matrix deposit
(0016) wherever it was observed. This has been interpreted as the construction cut for the aisle
trench.

In the south-east corner of area B an extant truncation was apparent. An E-W orientated iron pipe
was seen in the western end ofthis cut. This was 0.50m deep and a partially revealed brick
sarcophagus 100631 sealed with a sandstone slab was visible at this depth. This has been
interpreted as a pit dug for recent maintenance associated with the visible pipework.

As no clearly undisturbed ground or obvious features could be discerned in the remaining parts
of area B it was decided that two sondages would be used to ascertain the nature of the deposits.
The sequence of deposits in the northern part of area B can be seen in section 1, Fig. 7, while
those in the southern part can be seen in section 2, Fig. 7.
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SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501. St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

The northern section showed that aisle trench [0015] continued to a depth of at least 0.60m and
was filled with crushed mortar and CBM fragments in a predominantly sandy matrix (0036),
almost identical to deposit (0016) that had only previously been recorded on the surface. The
recovery of a single sherd of Thetford-type ware from this deposit serves to demonstrate that pre
15th century church deposits had been disturbed during the construction of the aisle trenches.
Trench [0015] had cut an earlier deposit (0038) of soft mid greyish brown sandy silt with
occasional flecks of charcoal and mortar with articulated human bone revealed at a depth of
0.48m below the existing ground level. The shape of this grave was not visible, as it was also cut
on its southern side by [0037]. Although only partially excavated this was seen to have near
vertical sides and contained two fills: an upper fill (0039) comprising soft mid brown sandy loam
and a lower fill (0040) of very soft light brown silty sand. This feature has been interpreted as a
later grave, although no human remains had yet been encountered when excavation ceased at a
depth of 0.90m below the existing ground level. Both deposits (0036) and (0040) yielded small
quantities of late Saxon pottery (Thetford-type ware § 5.2) doubtless derived residually from pre
15th century occupation deposits beneath the extant church.

The southern section was similarly complex. Modem truncation in the form of a pipe trench
(carrying the pipe seen in the area of tomb Kl0631) was recorded. Again trench [0015] was
examined and although slightly truncated by the modern pipe trench was found to be filled with
a similar deposit as seen elsewhere (0068)=(0016)=(0036). In this area the aisle trench [0015] cut
into tomb construction cut [0069], which was vertical sided and at least 0.72m deep. This

. construction pit contained brick-built tomb 100711, which appeared to be a quite simply
constructed 'box-shaped' structure, although its full extent was not examined. The top of this
.structure was first encountered at c 0.45m below the existing ground level. The construction pit
had been backfilled with friable mid greyish brown sandy silt (0070) with occasional flecks of
mortar, CBM and disarticulated human bone along with pottery of 16th

- 18th century date.

4.1.3 Area C

The first observation upon initial clearance of area C was the survival of several floor
monuments at the western end (see Fig. 6). Only two ofthese looo~ and 100031 were intact and
clearly legible and commemorated Richard Sparowe (sic) and his wife and John Sparowe (sic)
respectively. The remaining part ofarea C to the west of these two slabs was also occupied by
stone floor monuments but these were much eroded and illegible, presumably caused by repeated
water ingress through the nearby door which was observed occasionally during the evaluation.

The whole of area C was covered with a make-up deposit (0014) comprising compact crushed
mortar and CBM fragments in a greyish yellowish white silty matrix with occasional human
bone and brick/tile fragments;along with a number of categories ofmiscellaneous finds. This
was of a similar character to deposit (0004) as observed in areas A and B and is presumed to
have also served as a consolidation layer to facilitate the construction of the northern pew base,

Immediately to the east of the floor monuments described above an area measuring
approximately 1.80m E-W by 1.30m N-S appeared undisturbed by any obviously late cut
features. This area was chosen for full excavation (identified hereafter as 'Sondage 1') in order
to assess the survival of any earlier features such as floor levels (§ 2.1). The uppermost deposit
identified here was (0027), a soft mid brown sandy silty clay, O.l8m deep, with occasional
mortar flecks, tile fragments (14th

-,. 15th century) and disarticulated human bone. It overlay a stiff
dark grey clayey silt (0028),0.15 thick with occasional mortar flecks, shell fragments as well as
CBM and pottery of medieval date (Tables 5 and 6 and finds report). This overlay a thin (0.04
0.10m) compact deposits ofcrushed mortar pieces in a yellowish brown silt matrix (0029) which
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SCCAS Rpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501. St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

.contained occasional disarticulated human bone fragments along with predominantly medieval
dated finds. It overlay another very compact light yellowish brown mortar deposit (0030)
between 0.10 - 0.28m thick. This Sequence ofpossible surfaces/consolidation layers sealed an
unusual feature 100721 that could be the remnants of a wall, although it was only partially revealed
(see Fig. 7). It was 0.14m thick and measured 0.30m+ (E-W) by 0.90m+ (N-S). It comprised a
few roughly hewn flint cobbles and large mortar pieces bonded with a soft light brown sandy
mortar. It was not associated with any construction cut and had been laid directly onto (0073) - a
compact layer of light brown sandy mortar some 0.08m thick with occasional CBM, animal bone
and pottery fragments ofmedieval date. This overlay (0074), firm dark grey silty clay, O.l2m
thick, with occasional flint pebbles, CBM and pottery fragments, again ofprobable high/late
medieval date. Some fragments of roofing slate found adjacent to the edge of aisle trench cut
[0015] are almost certainly intrusive. The next deposit in this sequence, (0075), was 0.1Om thick
and composed of compact light brown sandy mortar with occasional pottery and CBM fragments
oflate medieval date. This overlay (0076), a 0.08m thick layer of firm dark greyish black silty
clay with moderate flint pebbles and occasional CBM and animal bone fragments as well as a
small quantity of disarticulated human bone. A further compact mortar layer (0077) lay beneath
this, buttime and budgetary.constraints meant that further excavation was not undertaken. Many
of the deposits in Sondage 1 (particularly 0073 - 0077) were almost identical in character to
those seen in the various foundation sequences described elsewhere in this report yet extended
almost 1.50m south of the nave wall itself. The unusual sequence of deposits revealed in
Sondage 1 will be considered in more detail later (§ 5).

In the-centre of area C against the northern wall a small spread of friable dark grey/black silt
(0018) with occasional mortar flecks was visible, having washed in through a vent in the wall.
This had run for some 1.70m to the east and extended 0.65m to the south away from the wall. It
was not excavated.

This, spread partially obscured a rectangular feature [0020] against the northern nave wall. It had
straight sides and measured 2.15m+ long (E-W) by 0.60m wide (N-S). Its upper fill (0019)
comprised soft mid brown silty clay with occasional CBM, mortar and animal bone fragments
visible on the surface. The feature was not excavated but is most likely a grave.

To the east ofthis another rectangular feature [0023] was recorded. This was again straight sided
and very regular, measuring 1.90m long (E'-W) by 0.60m wide (N-S). Its upper fill (0022) was a
soft mid greyish brown slightly clayey silt with frequent flint pebbles and moderate crushed
mortar and CBM fragments. Again, this was not excavated but has been interpreted as a grave.

Feature [0023] was just cut toward its south-eastern corner by tomb [0025]. This example was
2.40m long (E-W) by 0.95m wide and had been backfilled with very soft mid brownish grey
slightly clayey silt (0024) with moderate large CBM fragments and frequent mortar flecks. A
partially revealed brick-built sarcophagus of unknown dimensions was encountered in this
feature at a depth of 1.20m below the existing ground level.

Immediately to the east of [0025] the top of a large brick-built sarcophagus 100431 was visible at
the current ground level. This was constructed of red unfrogged bricks 80mm thick and 240mm
long all laid in a stretcher pattern (aligned E-W) and bonded with a very hard greyish white
mortar. This was an unusual barrel-shape construction, describing a quarter-circle with its
highest point adjacent to the central aisle and sloping steeply downward toward the northern
nave wall. It measured some 2.20m long (E-W) by 1.85m wide (N-S) and was at least 0.85m
deep. The construction cut [0104] for this tomb was only partially revealed, with a northern side
which cut verticallydown the face of the nave wall to a depth ofO.85m where excavation ceased
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SCCAS Rpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501.St Lawrence's Church, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

due to die difficult access caused by the proximity of the barrel shaped tomb. This construction
pit had been backfilled with soft mid brownish grey slightly clayey silt (0103).

It was decided that feature [0089] afforded an excellent opportunity to examine the northern
nave wall foundations so its backfill was excavated to reveal the sequence of shown in section 2,
Fig. 7."Thebase of the foundations could not be reached due to the restricted access. The earliest
layer (0054) was of rammed compact light yellowish brown sandy mortar at least 0.12m thick.
This was overlain by (0053), which W8$ O.l5m thick and comprised firm dark grey silty clay
with occasional mortar flecks, moderate small sub-rounded flint pebbles and occasional small
mortar lenses. A further layer of rammed compact light whitish brown sandy mortar (0052),
0.08m thick, overlay this. Above this was a further rammed clay/flint pebble layer (0051) 0.12m
thick, followed by another rammed mortar layer (0050) c 0.08m thick. This sequence continued
upward with another compact layer of silty clay with mortar fragments and flint pebbles (0049)
0.08m thick, a further more substantial compact mortar layer (0048), this time 0.16m thick. This
was overlain by another firm silty clay deposit containing mortar flecks and flint pebbles (0047)
0.08m thick. This was overlain by the final foundation deposit (0045), a mortar raft comprising
soft light yellowish brown sandy mortar only 0.04m thick. The first course of stonework in the
northern nave wall was bedded into/lain directly onto this layer.

The easternmost part of area C was partly obscured by an extant area ofmodern tiled floor and
received only limited excavation. A partially revealed flue or drain 1004~ was recorded, surviving
to a depth of0.32m and measuring 0.45m wide and 0.20m+ long. It was constructed of two
courses ofwhite unfrogged bricks and had been backfilled with a 0.30m thick dump deposit of
very loose medium to large crushed mortar pieces (0044).

The remaining unexcavated ground has been described as 'cemetery soil' (0021) a firm mottled
mid greyish brown clayey silt with moderate flint pebbles and occasional CBM and mortar
fragments. No other features were as clearly visible in this as those described above. However,
with the exception of the area of Sondage 1 (see above) it is almost certain that the remainder of
area C denoted by (0021) was disturbed by 1t h

, 18th and 19th centuryburial activity.

4.1.4 AreaD

A make-up deposit ofvarying thickness and identical character to those described as (0004) and
(0014) above was first cleaned from area D. The exposed surface revealed much disturbance, as
was the case throughout the nave. As was the case in other areas not all features were
investigated. However, those that were very clearly visible in plan are shown in Fig. 6.
Particularly notable were the sub-rectangular tile-topped features toward close to the southern
wall in the centre of area D which, although not excavated, are clearly suggestive of graves.

Toward the centre of the area a sub-circular feature [0034] some 1.50m long (E-W) by at least
0.60m wide (N-S) had been heavily disturbed during the construction of the southern aisle. The
'part of this feature that remained had vertical sides, apart from at its eastern edge where it had a
slightly undercut edge. It was partially filled (the fill had slumped some 0.25m below the top of
the cut) with very loose crushed mortar, brick, tile and wood shavings in a greyish brown sandy
matrix (003S) to a depth of at least 1.20m, at which point excavation ceased. It is likely that this
represented part of a tomb or grave cut that had been cleared during the building of the adjacent
aisle and backfilled with material that incorporated residual medieval artefacts.

The later disturbance represented by [0034] had itself cut an earlier feature [0093] which was of
irregular shape in plan and measured some 5.00m+ long (E-W) by 0.50m+ wide (N-S). This was
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SCCASRpt.No.2002/137. IAS2501.St Lawrence'sChurch, Ipswich (archaeological assessment)

not excavated but was filled, at least at its surface, by a deposit of very loose light brownish grey
slightly silty sand (0092) with moderate mortar fragments and pieces of crushed CBM. This
feature again is likely to be associated with 18th or 19th century burial activity.

Also in the western end of area D, and cut by [0093], was a large feature [0095] that filled the
whole width of area D (c 2.00m) and was at last 3.50m long (E-W). The southern edge of this
feature was partially excavated and found to be vertical. It was filled with very loose mid brown
silty sand (0094) with frequent small flint pebbles, occasional CBM and mortar flecks and a
moderate quantity of disarticulated human bone to a depth of at least 1.05m, though only for a
distance of some 0.50m out from the southern wall. It again probably represents a large
construction cut for a tomb. The depth of any structure it may contain remains unknown due to
the limited nature of its excavation.

As had been done in the case of [0089] against the northern wall it was decided that the southern
nave foundations could be examined if some of the backfill of [0095] was removed. This was .
carried out to a depth of 1.05m, at which point excavation ceased due to the loose unconsolidated
nature of deposit (0094) and the resultant risk of collapse. This did enable the southern
foundations to be examined (see 86, Fig. 7), but also produced an unexpected finding; that of
wallIOOSM·

Wall 100881 was found under the extant 15th century wall, in the area of the westemmost of the
three large windows on the south side of the nave. It could only be partially revealed and was, as
seen, 2.55m wide, and at least 1.05m tall. Only 0.30m of its length could be observed. It was
constructed of roughly hewn flint rubble, which was neatly coursed on its eastern and western
'faces'. Its centre was also built of flint rubble but arranged in a random uncoursed fashion. All
(including the core) was bonded with a hard greyish white mortar. It appeared to be aligned N-8
as both the eastern and western edges were faced. Its northern extent had been truncated by later
burial activity inside the nave. The quality ofthe stonework on these 'faces' suggested that they
were designed to be seen. Whether this meant that it would have stood above a contemporary,
ground surface or was visible underground at basement level is unclear. However, given its "
depth the latter seems most likely. This will be analysed further in the discussion below (§ 5).

The extant 15th century wall had used 100881 as a foundation and was built directly onto it where it
survived; while to the east and west normal sequences of foundation deposits were encountered
(86, Fig. 7). On both sides the foundation layers could be seen to tip away from the earlier wall
slightly, presumably due to the wall bearing the load of the 15th century structure more
successfully.

To the west ofl00881 the uppermost foundation layer, (0083), was directly underneath the nave
wall and comprised soft clayey silt.with moderate flint pebbles and occasional mortar flecks
some O.24m thick. This overlay (0084), a loose light brownish white rammed mortar layer 0.14m
thick. This, in turn, overlay a thin (0.03m thick) layer of soft dark brownish grey clayey silt
(0085). Beneath this lay (0086), a 0.17m thick compact clayey silt/flint pebble layer. This
overlay (0087) which comprised a very compact silty clay deposit with frequent flint pebbles
some 0.28m+ thick. These foundation layers continued beyond excavation depth so their base
was not seen; neither was the construction trench into which they would have been laid, as this
was truncated by burial activity within the nave.

To the east ofl00881 a slightly different sequence of foundation layers was revealed. As was seen
under the northern nave wall the uppermost foundation deposit took the form of a thin (0.03m .
thick) compacted mortar raft (0078). This overlay a softer layer of mid brown clayey silt (0079) .
with flint pebbles and occasional mortar flecks that was some 0.28m thick. This in turn overlay
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(0080) a compact crushed mortar layer c 0.05m thick. Beneath this was a further compacted
clay/flint pebble layer (0081) 0.16m thick. This overlay the final foundation deposit observed in
this sequence, (0082), which again comprised a compact silty clay deposit with moderate mortar
pieces and flint pebbles and was seen to be at least 0.17m thick. The foundation again continued
beyond the excavated depth and no trace of the construction trench into which it was presumably
laid was seen.

The only other excavation carried out in area D took place at its eastern end where another large
disturbed area associated with a barrel shaped tomb similar to ©0431 was seen, occupying an
almost 'mirror-image' location on the southern side of the nave. This feature has not been fully
described but the sarcophagus filled the whole width of this part of area D for some 3.3Omfrom
the eastern end and was first encountered some 0.20m below the existing ground level. It was
decided that the nave foundation should again be recorded by removing the backfill of this post
medieval burial feature. This revealed the sequence that can be seen in S3, Fig. 7. This sequence
of foundation layers again began with a compact raft of light brown sandy mortar (0055), in this
case 0.10m thick. This overlay a 0.10m thick compacted claylflint pebble layer (0056), followed
by another 0.08 thick deposit oflight yellowish brown slightly sandy mortar (0057). Next,
continuing the alternating sequence, was a O.13mthick layer of firm silty clay/flint pebbles
(0058) with occasional mortar flecks. This overlay (0059), a thin (0.05m) layer of rammed
mortar which, in turn, was followed by a further compacted silty clay/flint pebble (0060) deposit
some 0.04m thick. Another thin (0.03m) compact layer oflight brown sandy mortar (0061) lay
beneath. The final deposit in this particular foundation sequence was (0062), which was at least
0.28m thick and comprised a firm dark greyish black silty clay matrix with moderate small sub
rounded flint pebbles and occasional mortar flecks. Again, this sequence of foundations
continued for an unknown depth beyond that described here as excavation ceased for reasons of
safety/difficult access. The insertion of the large tomb in this part of area D had again removed
all traces of the construction cut that presumably accompanied this foundation trench.

The remaining unexcavated ground in area D has been described as 'cemetery soil' (0091),
typically a soft mottled mid greyish brown clayey silt with moderate sub-rounded flint pebbles,
occasional CBM and mortar fragments and also isolated disarticulated human bones. However, it
could not be said with any confidence that any of this deposit was undisturbed.

4.2 Field Evaluation (External)

4.2.1 Test Pit 1

This was situated alongside the southern nave wall beneath the easternmost window (see Fig. 3)
and measured 0.75m wide (N-S) by 1.20m long (E-W). This location was chosen in order to
examine the external appearance of the nave foundations.

Upon removal of the paving slabs (and c 0.1Om of associated sand) tomb backfill (0031) was
encountered. This was a friable dark grey slightly sandy loam with frequent CBM and mortar
fragments and occasional disarticulated human bones. It also contained a large sandstone tomb
capping slab that had been cracked into two large pieces, both ofwhich were unadorned apart
from chisel marks. This deposit was excavated to a total depth ofO.92m. However, at c 0.25m
below the existing ground surface the top of a partially revealed lead coffin (0032) was
encountered. This measured 1.20m+ (W-E), by 0.18m+ (N-S) and was very substantial, at 0.70m
deep. A small puncture in its northern side showed that it was double-skinned. This lay inside
brick tomb ~0331. The tomb floor was 0.92m below the existing ground level. Little can be said
about this tomb, apart from its fabric, as it extended beyond the limits of Trench 1. It was
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This was located 5.00m south ofthe nave wall (Fig. 3) in the southern churchyard and was
intended to enable some assessment of the nature and depth of any cemetery soil and to identify
the likely depth of any burials.

No articulated human bones were encountered so no conclusions can be drawn about the depth at
which graves might be disturbed. However, it did enable a thorough characterisation of the
cemetery soil deposits. The following common stratigraphy was observed throughout:

Paving slabs and bedding sand.
(0041) 'Upper' cemetery soil. Soft dark grey loam with moderate sub-rounded flint pebbles,
occasional animal bone and disarticulated human bone. Heavily disturbed by rooting andalso
presumably by much late burial activity. No dateable fmds recovered.
(0042) 'Lower' cemetery soil. Firm mid slightly brownish grey clayey silt with moderate CBM
and animal bone fragments, occasional disarticulated human bone and pottery of 16th

- 19th

century date (see Table 6). Markedly less root disturbance.

Test Pit 2

1.13 - l.33m+

0.00-O.l8m
0.18 - 1.13m

4.2.2

Limited removal of a damaged area of the tomb's northern side adjacent to the nave wall
revealed that the wall's flint rubble course (presumably part of the original IS" century structure)
stopped 0.60m below the level of the modem paved ground surface. It was also clear that an
attempt had been made to underpin the wall during the construction of tomb 100331, as some
bricks arranged as headers had been bonded into the tomb wall and extended north into the area
of the nave wall's foundations.

No evidence was observed of any pre-1Sth century church deposits. Post-medieval burial activity
dominates in this part of the southern churchyard to at least 1.3Om below the existing paved '
surface. There is insufficient evidence to suggest any explanation for the notable difference in
the character of deposits (0041) and (0042).

constructed of red unfrogged bricks that measured 80mm thick by 240mm long, bonded with
very soft light yellowish brown sandy mortar. They were laid in a simple stretcher pattern and
the height of four courses plus bond was 0.34m.
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5. The Finds (by Sue Anderson)

·5.1 Introduction

Table 1 shows the quantities of finds collected during the evaluation. A full quantification by
context is included as Table 5. .

Find type No. Wtlg
Pottery 32 348
CBM 97 8272
Fired clay 1 8
Stone 17 475
Mortar/plaster 4 39
Glass 5 61
Clay pipe 11 38
Iron . 13 350
Copper alloy 2 2
Silver 1 5
Animal bone 41 409
Shell 11 119

Table 1. Finds quantities.

5.2 Pottery

Thirty-two sherds of pottery (348g) were collected from 15 contexts. Table 2 shows the pottery
quantification by fabric and a full list by context is included in the Table 6.

Fabric Code No Wtlg
Thetford Ware {general category) THET 2.50 6 66
St. Neot's Ware STNE 2.70 1 3
Total Late Saxon 7 69
Medieval Coarsewares (general) MCW 3.20 3 15
Medieval Shelly Wares (general) MSHW· 3.50 2 9
Total medieval 5 24
Late Medieval and Transitional LMT 5.10 2 6
Unidentified UNID 0.001 1 3
Total late medieval 3 9
Iron Glazed Black Wares IGBW 6.11 1 25
Glazed Red Earthenware GRE 6.12 3 109
Border Wares BORD 6.22 3 51
Tin Glazed Earthenwares TGE 6.30 3 8
Staffordshire type Slipware STAF 6.41 2 8
Cologne/Frechen Stoneware GSW4 7.14 2 30
Westerwald Stoneware GSW5 7.15 1 2
English' Stoneware ESW 8.20 1 12
Staffordshire White Salt-glazed Stonewares SWSW 8.41 1 1
Total post-medieval 17 246

Table 2. Pottery by fabric.

The earliest pottery to be collected was of Late Saxon date (10th-11th c.) and consisted of five
body sherds and ajar rim in Thetford-type ware, and a rim ofSt. Neot's ware. Material of this
date is found throughout central Ipswich, and is likely to be redeposited from pre-church
occupation layers. Body and base sherds ofmedieval sandy and shelly wares were also largely
residual in later contexts.

Glazed redwares of late medieval date occurred in spread 0014 and layer 0075. An unidentified
redware sherd is likely to have been of this date, and was the rim of a bottle or hollow handle.
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A piece of white floor brick, probably 19th century, was found in spread 0014.

Eleven pieces of floor tile were collected.
Four fragments were medieval relief tiles,
two fragments of which were too small for
identification. One piece was decorated
with the Tiptoft arms and glazed dark
brown (layer 0027), and another had a
cruciform acanthus design (grave fill
0040) under green glaze. Similar tiles are
illustrated by Sherlock (n.d., Figs 24 and
56 respectively) and dated to the 13th
century. The remaining floor tile
fragments were all 14th-15th century plain
yellow or green glazed Flemish types.

Five small fragments of estuarine fabric
'Early Brick', dated 13th-15th centuries in
Norwich (Drury 1993) were collected, and
there were two pieces of a single brick
measuring 213 x 92 x 47mm (0014). This
is smaller than bricks of this type from
Norfolk and other parts of Suffolk. One
very small 'brick' fragment may also
belong to this group..

Two pieces of 'Late Brick' were found,
one piece measuring 68mm thick. Both
were in deep red medium sandy fabrics
with some grog, and are probably of 17th
18th century date.

Relief floor tiles from 0027 (Tiptoft arms, top) and 0040
(cruciform acanthus, bottom).

Over half this assemblage was post-medieval (largely 18th-19th c.). The group consisted of
local redwares (GRE, IGBW), English whitewares (BORD, TGE), Staffordshire-type press
moulded slipwares (STAF), German stonewares (GSW4, GSW5), and English stonewares
(ESW, SWSW). This is a fairly typical range of pottery types from an urban centre, but its
presence in a church is not easy to explain. Perhaps soil was brought in from elsewhere to level
the floor during the post-medieval period.

5.3.1 Ceramic Building Materials (CBM)
Fragments of peg tile in medium to coarse sandy red fabrics form the bulk of this assemblage (75
pieces,3081g). These tiles are difficult to date closely, but the coarser types tend to be of
medieval date and several of these were represented. A few glazed roof tiles were also found
and these belong to the 13th-15th centuries.

5.3 Building material
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5.4 Miscellaneous

5.5 Biological evidence

A silver shilling of George III (new coinage, 1816-20) was collected from spread 0004.
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Description
Adult right 5th metacarpal.
Adult thoracic vertebral arch (same as 0029).
Sub-adult distal femur fragment (same as 0029) and fragment of tibia with periosteal
fibrous new pone growth.

Identifier
Spread
Surface

Context
0014
0028

A small wire pin with a wire-wound head was collected from spread 0004. This type of pin was
used to fasten clothing in the post-medieval period, but it may be from a burial. A copper alloy
stud with a domed head (grave fill 0038) was probably a 19th century coffin fitting.

5.4.2 Clay Pipe
Ten fragments of stem and one bowl were collected from six contexts. The bowl, from spread
0014, was probably of early 17th century date.

5.4.3 Fired Clay
One fragment of fired clay with a very fine matrix and few inclusions was found in surface 0028.
It was oxidised on the surface and reduced inside. It is unlikely to be daub and may be part of an
object such as a loomweight.

5.5.1 Human Bone
A few fragments of human bone were collected as follows:

5.4.1 Glass Vessel
A large fragment of a post-medieval green glass bottle neck was found in spread 0004.

5.4.4 Metalwork
Thirteen iron objects were collected, of which 12 were nails, including one very large example
from spread 0014. A large L-shaped fragment, also from 0014, was probably a coffin handle.

5.3.3 Stone
A fragment of limestone and a piece of 19th c. roofing slate were found in tomb backfill 0011.
A small piece of limestone and a fragment of septaria, both showing signs of burning, were
found in surface 0029. Small fragments of roofing slate were found inlayers 0074 and 0076,
and part of a septaria block was collected from layer 0075.

5.3.2 Mortar
Three fragments of lime mortar, all in association with CBM, were collected from grave fill 0006
and spread 0014. Several fragments of tile had large deposits of similar mortar and had probably
been re-used in the post-medieval period.

5.3.4 Window Glass
Three fragments of window glass, two pale green ?19th century pieces and a fragment of painted
late medieval quarry, were found in tomb backfill 0011. A modem fragment of uncoloured
glass, with shallow ridges on one surface and painted decoration on the other, was found in
spread 0014.
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This group represents a minimum of one or two adults and one sub-adult.

5.6 Discussion of the finds evidence

Table 3

Adult ribs, thoracic vertebral body (same as 0028) with slight degenerative changes,
metacarpal.
Sub-adult left femur shaft (same as 0028).
Adult rib. .
Adult rib, fragments of two ulna shafts (one smaller, possibly sub-adult or female).
Adult rib fragment.

Layer
Layer
Layer

Surface

The main evidence for importation of soil is based on the presence of post-medieval domestic
waste, particularly pottery but probably also clay pipes, animal bone and shell. Earlier pottery
may have been disturbed by grave digging through pre-church layers, although some of the high
medieval material is later than the church foundation and may have been used in the church or,
again, imported at a later date.

Disturbed human remains were collected and are clearly present as a result of several centuries
of intercutting graves.

5.5.2 Animal Bone
Forty-one animal bones were collected from three ?medieval and eight post-medieval contexts.
The fragments included pieces of cow, sheep, pig, unidentified large and medium mammal long
bones, scapulae, ribs, vertebrae and tarsal bones. All are likely to be food/butchery waste (some
with cut marks) and may have been brought into the church within soil for levelling the floor
layers over graves, or are perhaps redeposited from earlier occupation soils.

The finds assemblage was dominated by building materials, particularly medieval and later roof
and floor tiles, some of which showed evidence of re-use. Most of these were probably in use in
the church at some point, although the possibility that some of this material was brought in as
hardcore cannot be discounted.

5.5.3 Shell
Nine oyster shells and two winkles were collected from eight contexts, most of which were
probably of post-medieval date. .

0073
0074
0076

0029
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6. Discussion

None of the layers recorded in Sondage 1 contained any dateab1e finds that pre-dated the 15th

century building of the extant church walls. These are therefore most likely part of the
construction of the foundations, although quite why they might be so large (extending almost 2
metres wider than the wall) is difficult to explain with the available evidence. '

With the exception of the area on the north side of the nave, investigated as Sondage 1, the entire
evaluated area of the nave interior has been extensivelydisturbed by post-medieval burial
activity. No earlier surfaces or structures were revealed in the course of the evaluation.
Interventions into the nave floor include both conventional graves as well as tombs; the
structures of several of the latter occurring at the level of the current ground surface. Any form
of intrusive construction included in the development proposals would therefore disturb burials
and in many cases this would include archaeologically complex brick vaults or tombs likely to
contain multiple coffin burials.

The southern churchyard also contains evidence for much burial activity, with at least 1.30m+of
post-medieval cemetery soil. The only interred remains encountered here were contained in a
lead coffin encountered just 0.25m below the existing paved surface. It is therefore likely that
any external construction works associated with the proposed glass extension would necessitate
quite extensive archaeological recording.
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Table 4: Context List
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Table 5: finds quantities (IPS 198/1AS2501)

OP Pottery CBM Mortar Glass Clay pipe Iron Animal
No Wtlg No Wtlg No Wtlg No Wtlg No Wtlg No Wtlg No Wtlg

0004 4 0.079 1 0.130 0.057 0.003 3 0.074 2 0.101

0006 20 1.207 3 0.016 1 0.008 4 0.029

0011 14 1.166 3 0.003 2 0.007 1 0.007 1 0.019

0014 2 0.008 6 3.202 1 0.023 1 0.001 2 0.012 2 0.212 20 0.133

0017 2 0.004 1 0.023

0027 3 1.197

0028 2 0.026 3 0.022 2 0.029

0029 1 0.007 8 0.115 . 2 0.018

0035 1 0.023 1 0.018

0036 1 0.009 1 0.029

0038 1 0.005 1 0.002

0039 5 0.021 2 0.070 4 0.011 2 0.017

0040 2 0.034 1 0.157 1 0.002

0042 4 0.095

0068 2 0,162 3 0;030

0070 3 0.021 1 0.003

0072 5 0.170 2 0.035

0073 2 0.012 10 0.268 4 0.038

0074 1 0.003 12 0.242 1 0.001

0075 1 0.001 1 0.005 1 0;001

0076 6 0.089 2 0.005

Total 32 0.348 97 8.272 4 0.039 5 0.061 11 0.038 13 0.350 41 0.409
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Table 6: pottery (IPS 198/1AS 2501)

I
Context Fabric Fab. No. Wt/g Ab. Notes Spotdate Pot
type date
0004 MCW 3.20 3

L.12th-14th c.

I IGBW 6.11 25 16th-
18th c.

BaRD 6.22 46 YGdish 16th-
18th c.

I TGE 6.30 5 blue painted 16th-
18th c.

0014 STNE 2.70 3 upright rim 850-

I
1150

LMT 5.10 5 CG fine 15th-
L.16th c.

0017 MSHW 3.50 2 same as 0028? 12th-

I' 13th c.
GSW5 7.15 2
E.l 7th-19th c.

I
0028 THET 2.50 19 10th-
l lth c.

MSHW 3.50 7 base, same as 0017? 12th-
13th c.

I 0029 THET 2.50 7 lOth-
11th c.

0035 THET 2.50 23 + rim type 6 l lth c. lOth-

I
11th c.

0036 THET 2.50 9 10th-
11th c.

0038 THET 2.50 5 lOth-

I 11th c.

0039 TGE 6.30 2 3 16th-
18th c.

I'
STAF 6.41 2
L.17th-18th c.
GSW4 7.14 15 16th-

17th c.

I
SWSW 8.41 rim 18th

c.

0040 THET 2.50 3 10th-
11th c.

I GRE 6.12 31 DBG 18th c.? 16th-
18th c.

0042 GRE 6.12 76 BG applied strap handle/lug 16th-

I
18th c.

BaRD 6.22 YGrim 16th-
18th c.

STAF 6.41 6

I
L.17th-18th c.
ESW 8.20 12 17th-

19th c.

0070 GRE 6.12 2 16th-I, 18th c.
BaRD 6.22 4 ?plate rim, YG 16th-

18th c.
GSW4 7.14 15 16th-

I 17th c.

0073 MCW 3.20 2 12
L.12th-14th c.

I 0074 UNID 0.001 3 redware rim of bottle or hollow handle? LMed?
0075 LMT 5.10 1 15th-
L.16th c.

I' Total 32 348
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